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West End Story
High school students attack teacher

BY Shawn Gibson
News Reporter

Last Thursday was another
chapter in Rexdale's violent gang
history. Youths from North
Albion Collegiate Institute

(NACI) ambushed students and
attacked a teacher from neighbor-

ing Father Henry Carr (FHC) in

what is being called a dispute

over a girl.

The fight started in front of the

school involving weapons known
in street slang as blades, links and

wood. It carried over into FHC's
main office after a few of the stu-

dents were pulled in for question-

ing. There is still tension in the air

a week after blood fell on the car-

pet of FHC's main office.

FHC's principal Rod Simmons
does not put the blame on anyone

but admits there is tension from
surrounding schools.

"At approximately 3:15, out-

siders from another schoo}~catne

here with bad intentioris," says

Simmons. "Although this is an
isolated incident, we are taking

the appropriate precautions in

such a delicate situation. We have

a crisis control centre in the

school in case anyone feels the

need to talk. If it is found out that

any of our students are to blame,

there will be a zero tolerance atti-

tude towards them. We have a

good reputation and would like

to keep it intact."

Although the two opposing
groups are from different reli-

gious and racial backgrounds,
one Sri Lankan the other Iraqi, it

is apparent that race had nothing

to do with it. NACI principal Joel

Britz was very upset and can't

understand why this happened.

"It's a tragedy that anything
like this would happen," said

Britz. "It's terrible that kids

would fight with knives or other

weapons to settle a dispute. We
are co-operating in every way
with Carr to find answers."

Some students have seen this

type of thing before and don't i

believe it will just go away. One
anonymous student said things

are just going to get worse, in a

way police and school officials

least expect.

"This isn't over. The Iraqi guys

aren't gonna get jumped and then

not fight back. Some time soon,

the shit's going down and it's

going to be a lot more violent."

"The cops will probably never

find out too much," said a source

who wanted only to be referred to

as Pudgy. "Everyone knows that a

rat gets capped. Nobody's gonna
be stupid enough to say what hap-

pened or what's going to happen."

NACI alumni Stuart Gillespie

currently attends Humber's
Business Administration program
and says that "Rexdale" is a pride

thing; and considers Rexdale as

bad as any American ghetto.

"I'm proud to be from Rexdale.

Most people wouldn't understand

that but it's true. Growing up in a

ghetto area like Rexdale hardens

you for things like this. I'm used to

the fighting and animosity."

The investigation is still on-

going but police have apprehend-

ed three suspects. According to

one police officer, Andy
Kostorowski of 23 Division, it

appears that there is a reason for

all the tension.

"You have many different cul-

tural backgrounds living in such

an enclosed area. It's not the

schools' fault, it just happens. But

because of a comment to a girl all

these people went to hospital? It's

kind of stupid."
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lis the season for children. The Public Relations department held a winter

carnival for Hun\ber staff and their children last Saturday. Games, face

painting and live entertainment kept kids smiling but nothing could

compete with the all mighty Santa Glaus.

Gold seats for

your royal rump
BY Jane Taguicana
News Reporter

The Student Association
Council (SAC) has asked the

Council of Student Affairs (CSA)

for $10,000 to purchase picnic

tables for the student centre.

Last Friday, North campus
SAC voted ten to one to purchase

ten metal picnic tables, at $700

each. SAC Vice-President Nikki

Dhaliwal defended the council's

decision, saying there was a need

for more seating.

"We haven't done a survey
(on what the students want) but

everyone in the committee
agreed that we need additional

seating. We looked at the best

seats that will last there, that

will be durable, and this is the

best price."

Business Representative
Stelios Kypri, the one member
who voted against the tables,

said he wants to know the other

alternatives.

"I think the picnic tables are a

good idea, it's just the amount ...

At this point, without any other

(information), I couldn't say yes

for it."

Kypri is skeptical of the

amount of money SAC will allot

to the purchase - considering that

there is only $47,000 left in the

student development fund.

SAC President Shirley Forde

said the council has only spent

$10,000 of the budget so far this

year. She believes the picnic

tables match the needs of the stu-

dents at the centre, saying "We
find that those (tables) are really

useful."

Forde could not explain why
SAC did not survey students
about the purchase, saying only

that SAC was pressed for time.

She said Casting Heritage, the

supplier, needed to know about

the order before the new year.

Dhaliwal and Forde insisted

they had the best interests of the

students in mind.

"We looked at park benches.

We looked at the students' needs

to write on, to eat on, and then we
looked at stools. But then we'll

need counters and that's even
more expensive."
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® News
Negotiations seem to go

nowhere as colleges and

union deadlock on key issues
BY Terry Baak
Neu>s Reporter

In what shouldn't come as a

surprise, not only can the union
and the college not agree on a

contract for the faculty, but they

can't decide whose fault that is.

Since the beginning of the year,

both sides in the negotiations

have agreed upon very little, and
the last session was no different.

Humber President Robert
Gordon said the union doesn't

want to give in, while Humber's
faculty union representative

Maureen Wall said that although

the colleges have changed their

proposal, they haven't moved
towards a deal.

• "No matter how we look at it,

we're still looking at proposals

that take away from us, and they

don't add anything in return,"

Wall.

The changes that have come in

thisaid s bargaining session

include the retention of the

Standard Workload Formula
(SWF), which includes a new set

of preparation and evaluation fac-

tors, a change from a three year

to a four year contract, and some
small monetary gains.

No matter how we
look at it, we are

still looking at pro-
posals that take
away froni us, and
they don't add any-
thing in return.

-Maureen Wall

The new SWF factors for tech-

nology based preparation will

allow teachers approximately the

same preparation time as for a

repeat of a course they have

Ontario Community
appoint a new interim

taught before. For evaluation, the

allowance for technology based

marking would be about one-

third of the amount of time

allowed for regular short answer

marking.

The raise that the teachers

would receive includes a $500

lump sum payment in September

1998, followed by a 1.5 per cent

salary increase the following year.

Wall said there are several

road blocks in the way before the

two sides reach a deal.

She wants the colleges to

ensure that no teachers are reclas-

sified as a result of amending the

instructors' classification.

Currently, there is disagreement

over wording for a new classifi-

cation.

Both Gordon and Wall admit

there is a lot of negotiating to be

done.

Colleges

president

SAC*s Vice-President of External Affairs gets the job

BY Jane Diorette P. Taguicana
News Reporter

SAC Vice-President of External

Affairs Cameron Swimm has

been appointed interim president

of the Ontario Community
College Students Par4iamentary

Association (OCCSPA).
OCCSPA represents more than

138,000 college students in

Ontario. It is the only bilingual

lobby and networking group for

students in Ontario's Colleges of

Applied Arts and Technology.
They deal with issues such as stu-

dent aid, access for students, and
debt load.

Sault College SAC President

for Native Students and executive

member Brian Edwards backed
up the appointment. "I think he

(Swimm) can do a good job. It's

great and I am 100 per cent

behind it," Edwards said.

Duan Jones, vice-president of

the Northern Region expressed

his support in a press release last

week.

"With his knowledge of the

issues and his time availability,

the executive feels that he is able

to fulfill the role," Jones said.

SAC President Shirley Forde,

who has known Swimm for

almost two years, believes

Swimm will do an excellent job.

"OCCSPA needs a strong leader

who will be able to run the orga-

nization for 25 colleges. He's
very devoted to the cause and

understands the responsibilities,"

she said.

Swimm started as a Business

representative and vice-president

of finance at Lakeshore SAC last

year, and transferred to North
campus this year where he took

over the new vice-president of

external affairs position. Swimm
joined OCCSPA this summer as a

marketing committee member.
He then became a research advi-

sor and issues management chair

in October.

Swimm "was very surprised"

to be recommended by former
President Toni McDonald. On
November 25, OCCSPA execu-

tives appointed him. And on
December 5, SAC North
approved his appointment. It is a

non-paid position.

"I am very happy with the

decision. This council certainly

supports the initiatives of OCC-
SPA and they're confident that I

can do a good job. When I came
to college, I wanted it to be the

best experience that I could
have," he said

.

Swimm just finished drafting

a tuition policy that recommends
to the province a tuition freeze for

1997-1998.

"University students have dif-

ferent needs from college stu-

dents. (The main concern) of col-

lege students today is student aid.

If you understand the way the

student loan program works, it

doesn't work in favor of college

students," he said

McDonald resigned as OCC-
SPA president and Sault College

SAC vice-president in order to

focus more on her school year.

Photo by Grec MacDonald

Cameron Swimm OCCSPA

choice for interim president.

The position is an interim one,

until a new OCCSPA president is

elected at a conference in

February. Swimm has not yet

expressed any interest in rurming.

He says he's trying to take it one

day at a time.

"I'm learning every day, bal-

ancing all the responsibilities that

I have is the most important
thing. When the time comes to

make that decision, then I would
probably be able to consider it."

CousiBv Photo

Michael Hatton takes over as the dean of School of Business.

Humber selects

She of its own as the

dean of business
BY Corey Keegan
News Reporter

'f
The School of Business has a

'^dean and, as a result, the School

fof Media Studies has a job open-

ing.

> . In somewjiat of a self-fulfiU-

"ing prophecy, Michael Hatton
has become the dean of the

School of Business, a position he

recommended be created, and
has been filling on an interim

basis since April. To take the job,

he will vacate his current post as

director of the School of Media
Studies.

Humber has advertised the

deanship for the business school

nationwide for about six months,

but the right candidate was here

all along, according to Humber
President Robert Gordon.

"We just couldn't get what we
wanted from outside, and
weren't going to bring in some-
one who wouldn't work out and
have a mess on our hands.
(Hatton) has an MBA and a PhD
and he's done business at

Lakeshore," Gordon said.

As for the position atop media
studies, Gordon is confident that

he will be able to find someone
j within Humber to fill the spot,

land hopes to do so by January.

"I think we'll get some inter-

esting responses. And I'll talk

with (faculty) from the area to

ensure they're confident with
what we've come up with. We've
got some people here that can do
it quite well," he said.

The chair of the School of

Business, Toby Fletcher thinks

the changes Hatton has overseen

as interim dean are going
extremely well and is delighted

to be worldng with him.

Fletcher was a member of the

selection committee which con-

ducted the search for a dean.
"We were looking for somebody
who is very credible to faculty, to

J
students, to employers. Someone

who can relate and communicate
extremely well to senior business

people. Michael Hatton fits that

biU,"Hetchersaid.

As interim dean of business,

Hatton conducted a review of

the division and made a set of

recommendations which are cur-

rently being implemented. His

knowledge of problems within

the School of Business is another

reason he now has the job,

according to Gordon. "(Hatton)

had done a major study, so he
fully understands some of the

issues. He is a fresh face in the

business division and I think

they needed that because of

some of the issues they have had

over the last few years," said

Gordon.

Competition with the private

sector for such senior people
may have hampered the original

search. "There were some very

well qualified people. But the

salaries that are offered by the

college system, by the whole
public sector, are way lower than

qualified senior people in the

private sector could afford to

take," Fletcher said.

Hatton looks forward to more
work with the School of

Business. "It is an honor to be
given the opportunity to woi;k

for the School of Business. I'm

sure that the opportunity to be
the head of School of Business is

one that will be very enjoyable

and very rewarding," Hatton
said.

Hatton has been director of

Media Studies since June, 1994.

He dropped a few hints to any
would-be successor. "The
strength of the School of Media
Studies lies primarily m the co-

ordinators and faculty. The role

of the director is to clear road-

blocks and let the talented peo-

ple do the jcA). In this regard, the

job is simple and quite exating,"

Hatton said.

Et Cetera
December U- 17, 1997
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Eighteen programs on Humber's potential cutting block
Programs that don't make the grade could be 'rationalized*

BY Andrew McKay
News reporter

College administration has
flagged numerous programs for

review as part of what is called

the "rationalization process."

Vice-President Academic
Richard Hook told the Academic
Council last month that under
three sets of criteria, 18 programs
are not meeting expectations.

Programs under review could see

their enrolment levels cut, their

curriculum changed dramatically,

or, in the worst cases, eliminated

altogether.

The criteria, which include job

placement, English skills, and the

future fit of the program into the

economy, are aimed at detecting

whether students can get jobs

upon graduating.

"(Humber) is still a career col-

lege, and if our grads are not get-

ting jobs, we have to look at

why," Hook said.

The job placement statistics are

based on graduates getting full-

or part-time work in their field.

Hook will review any program
that did not achieve at least a 50

percent placement rate. Any pro-

gram which has at least 25 per-

cent of its incoming students in

Communications 100, the basic

English course, will also be

reviewed. Hook said the lack of

basic English skills hampers a stu-

dent's ability to succeed on the

college level.

"The lack of skills reflects on
their comprehension, interaction,

and ability to handle complex
concepts," Hook said. "I'm not

interested in recruiting under-
prepared students who will

become dropout statistics."

Hook was careful to point out

that ESL students are not includ-

ed in the Comm 100 statistics. He
said the mix of cultures is an
essential part of the college's fab-

ric.

We've cut 40 programs
in the last 10 years.

If our students are not

prepared or getting

jobs, that's not what
we view as a success

story.

-Richard Hook

The social service worker pro-

gram is one of those under
review. According to the school's

placement statistics, just over a

third of graduating students
found jobs. Patricia Spindel, pror

gram co-ordinator for social ser-

vices, said those numbers are mis-

leading for various reasons.

"Ontario has just gone through

two years of massive cuts to

social services," Spindel said. "To
be judged on placement rates for

those years isn't really fair."

Spindel said her program has

found that, in fact, over 60 per-

cent of grads have found work.

She also said the program is pro-

viding a valuable educational ser-

vice for students seeking universi-

ty credentials.

"We get a lot of students who
want to do a Bachelor of Social

Work, and a Master's," she said.

"We have just started an arrange-

ment with D'Youville University

in Buffalo, where students get

year-for-year credit. They can

start with us, and ultimately com-
plete their Master's degree in five

years, with three credentials."

Spindel pointed out Statistics

Canada figures, showing 23,000

new jobs were created in the

social service sector in November.
Hook said that is the type of news
he wants to hear.

"That's the first I've heard of it,

but if it's true, it's great news," he

said. "That's the stuff we need
while we're doing our review."

The faculty union doesn't
think the review and rationaliza-

tion process is as open as Hook
says. Paul Michaud, first vice

president of the faculty union,

said he thinks the administration

has already made up their mind
about what will happen to the

programs.

"I have no reason to think oth-

erwise," Michaud said. "In our
experience, there are claims of

openness, but we're really fight-

Lakeshore to get new principal
Associate Principal Ferbyack takes over in New Year

BY Jane P. Taguicana
News Reporter

Lakeshore campus' in the new
year welcomes a new principal.

In an organizational change
announced on Friday, Associate

Principal Pat Ferbyack replaces

Principal Michael Harper effec-

tive January 1, 1998.

Ferbyack, who is also the chair

of the School of Business and
Performing Arts at the campus, is

happy with the announcement. "I

am delighted," said Ferbyack, "I

am really delighted because I love

this campus!"

Harper, who worked with
Ferbyack for three years, is con-

vinced that Ferbyack "will make a

good campus principal."

"I think she is the right person

for the position. She knows the

campus. She understands the

structure. She knows the people

well, and understands the cam-
pus operation. She has a good
cross-sectional view of all the aca-

demic organization at the

Lakeshore campus."

Ferbyack started with Humber
College 20 years ago. It is her sec-

ond time at the campus as an
associate principal, the first, as a

faculty member, and chair of the

School of Community and
Services.

"She is a good link back to the

North campus because one of the

things that's important to the

Lakeshore campus is to have a

close link with the North campus
in terms of the overall corporate

structure," said Harper.

Ferbyack was at

North campus as a

chair for what is now
the School of

Performing Arts and
Applied Arts. She
came back to

Lakeshore when the

School of Performing

Arts was trarwferred.

She has also acted as

the chair for the

School of Business.

She has been
involved with almost

all of the programs at

the campus.

"What is nice

about this campus is

we've got a really

interesting mix of

programs. We've got

performing arts, busi-

ness, social commu-
nity and services, and
the liberal arts and
science. It's not a one
dimensional campus. 1 think that

makes it a more interesting cam-
pus," said Ferbyack.

Ferbyack would like to work
on the college's goal of develop-

ing the campus physically by ren-

ovating additional buildings near

the cottages. She would also like

to see more programs moved
from North campus to Lakeshore.

Ferbyack looks forward to a

variety of programs that will be

moved and that will add to the

vibrancy of the campus near the

lake.

Harper, on the other hand,
will concentrate on his existing

_/
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Editorial
Help! Police!
Recently, Bill 105 passed its third reading at Queen's Park. The

amendments it makes to the Police Services Act allows the Chief of

Police to screen "police-related" complaints from the public. This

means the "chief" has the power to choose which complaints are wor-

thy of an inquiry and which are irrelevant, without having to relay the

decision to the complainant or the Ontario Civilian Commission on
Police Services (OCCPS). They also have the means to create and
implement policing policies as they choose.

In effect, these amendments to the Police Services Act allow police

to work with the knowlege that they will be held less accountable for

their actions, as well as show less respect for the people they "serve".

Police already have the power to question, stop, search, use detain-

able force and kill, if necessary. Because of this extreme conferred

power, every social interaction between police and citizenry is an
imbalance of power. We tend to grovel in politeness at the sight of a

badge, not because of who they are, but because of what they are.

Police are, in fact, the most recognizable symbol of power, sometimes
perverse, in our society.

The dogma of power is usually accompanied by the susceptibility to

abuse it— enter the police. Therefore, implementation of a more effec-

tive way to monitor, prevent and correct police abuses has to be creat-

ed.

Ask anyone represented as a minority, homosexual, homeless or an

impoverished person if police are in need of more power.

Undoubtedly the answer would be a resounding, head-shaking,

"No", and for good reason.

In 1994, a study, titled Uniform Treatment, concluded by stating

African Canadian youth were often questioned and detained by police

without reason; homeless people and sex-trade workers had firearms

pointed at them for the purposes of intimidation; native men testified

to being taken to Cherry Beach where they were beaten and aban-

doned. Some people have been locked in their cells and denied vital

medical attention, only to die later.

The reason for this perversion of power is simply a lack of respect

for the community they serve. The maltreated of these communities
need to be heard, not stifled, by a "blue" gag.

Arguably, police should be held more accountable than the average

citizen for abuse. It's a power that has been bestowed upon them, so

they better learn how to respect it.

Completely out to lunch
Last Friday, SAC voted overwhelmingly in favor of asking for $10,000 to

spend on 10 picnic tables.

How can SAC justify this type of possible expenditure using the student

body's money?
SAC President Shirley Fordesays the tables wall be useful, and are need-

ed for the Student Centre.

Is the demand that great for recreational activities in the Student Centre

that more tables are needed? If they want to renovate, perhaps they should

start v^th some decent lighting in our halls. Did Caps and the library suddeiv

ly become completely booked for the forseeable future ?

Nikki Dhaliwal, vice-president of SAC, admitted that no formal surveys

were dc»ie concerning what the students need. How comforting that our stu-

dent governing body arbitrarily decides what student needs are to be met
SAC still needs to get this motion approved by the CSA. Hopefully, clearer

heads wall prevail. Business Representative Stelios Kypri was the lone voice of

reason in the SAC meeting. He was skeptical about spending that amount of

money, considering only $47,000 is left in the student development fund.

SAC members should physically get out there and approach tiie student

body formally. They should conduct surveys and questionnaires aboutwhat

needs are truly a priority before they spend students' money.

It is a known fact there is apthy concerning student polibcs at Humber.

However, it is hi^y doubtful tiiat students would be apathetic corKeming

how their increasing tuition dollars are spent

Letters to
Writin' Fast

The Editors,

I am writing regarding your
December 5 article, 'Talk fast, the

meter's running".

Your writer should have fol-

lowed the old reporter's maxim:
"Follow the money". Had he con-

tacted me or any other member of

the faculty negotiating team, he

would have been far less likely to

have been duped by Mr. John
Podmore of the Ontario Council of

Regents. He would have found the

facts are quite different from what
had been presented to him.

Unfortunately, as a result, you and

your readers have been nusled as

part of a partisan effort of falsifica-

tion.

Any funds taken "off the top"

go directly to the seven colleges

where the team members are

employed. Those funds do not go
to ttie union or to the faculty team.

They never "come right out of the

grants for the schools", as

Podmore claims. The money, one

must presume, is allocated to those

colleges to cover any costs to

replace each of the seven persons.

Follow the money. You'll find

the facts. Some colleges may be

getting an extra payment that they

are not using as it was designed to

be used, but if Humber College is

being short changed, ifs surely not

by the union as Podmore led you

to believe (if you dig deep enough
and start in 1984, you may well

uncover a real story).

Regretably, the Council of

Regents seems more interested in

attempts to attack faculty and to

undermine negotiations through

the press rather than bargain a set-

tlement.

Ted Montgomery
Colleges Faculty Negotiating

Team Chair

High On The Net
The Editors,

Just surfin' the Net and hap-

pened to see your page and the

article refering to Uie use of grass

at Humber.
So much effort is made, when

you leave college, to have that

piece of paper in die frame that

means something. Ifs sad to think

that people put so much effort into

destroying the short lives, they're

gifted. All for the sake of getting

high?

Reality in the work place, may
not have affected you personally

yet, cause you haven't had to pay

your bills. But the day the corpora-

tion says "Here, take this flask and

give us a sample so we decide

whether you'll be working here",

the whole enchilada will change,

boys and girls! Liability and HMO
rewrite that story. The pre-requi-

site to be a resident at Humber
should call for spot checks, but

apparently the moral and ethical

fibre in that part of Toronto is

weak.

GG Bradenton

Florida, USA
(via e-mail)
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Soft in the head
By Paul Billington

You can't avoid hearing news
about celebrities, it's everywhere.

As if peddlers of this news have
something important to say.

Just this morning, as I was eat-

ing my Rice Krispies, I was alert-

ed to the revelation that Paul
McCartney has decided to go to

church after years of non-atten-

dance. So what, you say? That's

what I said. Yet, someone thought

it is important we should know
about it. And this is what I can't

get over. Never before has the

public been inundated with news
about celebrities to the extent we
are today.

Last night, before hearing of a

robbery on 680 News, I learned

that Cindy Crawford doesn't eat

yogurt (she's not convinced it's

really as good for you as they

say), I was abo forcea to hear that

some movie types are opening up
restaurants in Asia somewhere.
I'm not so sure that we, the pub-

lic, really care as much as the peo-

ple who flog this stuff.

Maybe the news organizations

are right: the public doesn't want
thought provoking columns and
features that inform and educate,

the public wants to hear about
celebrity rumors, sexcapades and

gossip. I hate to think they're

right, but maybe they are.

Regardless, I think most peo-

ple still want to hear about
celebrities, but please don't push
that soft news ahead of real news
about real people suffering real

tragedies, and somehow try to

make us think soft news is more
important. It's not. Treat us a lit-

tle more intelligently than that,

please.

Coughing up the truth
By Paul Van Hooydonk

Recently, while walking out of

one of the many Becker stores

that litter our landscape, 1 hap-

pened to notice a group of five or

six young teenagers milling about

outside, as I often did around my
hometown convenience store. 1

stood alongside this leery-eyed

group of teens, claiming my own
piece of sidewalk, and eased into

a wall as 1 wailed for my girl-

friend to finish her magazine flip-

ping.

The group of teens seemed
apprehensive about continuing

their conversation in my pres-

ence, but soon one of them
cleared his throat, piped up and
let forth the culmination of his

wisdom. But words did not leap

from his lips. Instead, a puddle-

sized gobber jumped out of his

mouth. This caused a wave of

esophagus rumblings in the

underlings and before you knew
it, we had a spit-a-thon. Certain

members of the group seemed to

spit every three words. Instead

of spewing vulgarities, these

teens were throwing around
phlegm.

"Yeah, I was booting down the

401 and this (spit-oew) guy cut

me off. So I sped up and (hoch-

peetooie) cut him off."

Spitting has become the

cheapest (spit is free), most
obnoxious form of rebellion in

society. I guess since these kids,

and others like them, are too

young to smoke, (but then again 1

started smoking when I was 15),

or drink (same thing), or are

maybe too tender for tattoos or

too lame for green Mohawks and

tongue piercings—they choose to

spit in amateur arcs reminicenl of

their not so distant dribbling

noses and Gerber-ealing-days.

However, it is not just the

youth of society who commit
expectorations with every eye-

blink. Businessmen, carrying

snappy briefcases and wearing

even slicker suits, spit with every

step like they're handing out

handshakes.

I know I sound like some kind

of pontificator, but spitting is an

unsightly act. Even my girlfriend,

a woman who exudes feminism,

quietly sneaks over to the garbage

can, huddles over top and expels

a snotball every morning.

But, I confess, 1 am a closet

spitter. I'm sure years of smoking

have not aided in my reluctance

to spit, but 1 continue to do so

whenever 1 know I will not be

caught in a social faux-pas. But,

what the hell are you supposed to

do with it—swallow it?

The brotherhood spirit Wire

By Antonio Tedesco
During the holiday season,

there are still assholes around. I

guess I'll have to set this up before

anyone can truly get the gist of

what I'm about to say.

A few weeks ago, I had the mis-

fortune of meeting the biggest jerk

in the world. He strong-armed cer-

tain things from me and a few of

my friends because of an incident

we (without malice or ill-intent)

screwed up.

He yelled, screamed and threat-

ened. He called us unprofessional

and swore he would sue us to the

full extent of the law. But, for some
mystical reason, we were able to

come to an agreement that aff«cted

my friendships in ways I cannot

gauge.

"I don't know how
long this feeling of

brotherhood will

last in my cynical

mind../'

I worried for weieks on end. I

lost sleep and couldn't eat because

the jerk clouded my opinion of

strangers. The jerk pissed me off.

My cynicism, that once "lept tall

buildings in a single bound",
became a cynicism that circled the

globe with no chance of landing.

Until this past weekend.

I was in Sherway Gardens'
Sporting Life store and noticed a

guy with a long goatee and a

shaved head. He looked a lot like

me. He was smiling and looked

like he was having a good ol' time

shopping for a jacket. I mentioned

to my friend "Crazy Joe" that that

guy had a J5r<=al beard - one that

rivaled Ihit iengtti and thickness of

my cAwn.

As he wa& leaving, iie walked

right in front of n^ and looked at

my hair, then at my beard and said

"What's happening brother?" To
which I then replied "Nothing
much man." I haven't felt that

happy in a while.

After I mentioned it to "Crazy

Joe", I went about my business. I

walked up and down the aisles

looking for a pair of snowboarding

pants and who knows what else.

I went into Sporting Life with

the same attitude I usually go
shopping with, but this past week-
end, I left Sherway Gardens feeling

a little better about humanity in

general. I don't know how long

this feeling of brotherhood will last

in my cynical mind, the more peo-

ple I meet who are genuinely nice

to total strangers, I might actual

become a bit less critical of those

people I normally think are a

bunch of assholes.

Merry Christmas.

The Qass of 1998 will be treated to a sympo-

sium series entitled "Challenging the Status

Quo: Modem Day Revoluntibnairies",

The series is scheduled to take place April 20

to 22, 1998, and among the 38 people invited to

speak are American Vice-President Al Gore,

poet Maya Angelou, actress Ellen DeGeneres,

author Tom Wolfe, and baseball pitcher Jim
Abbott

The Class of 1978 began these symposia as an

intellectual gift to the college's graduating class.

Pan Smg Vwygmry
The Adaptive Computer Technology faculty

of the university features a co-ordinator with a

difference and some of the most up-to-date

computers on campus.

Co-ordinator Leah Vickery is legally blind

and requires a laser cane to get around campus.

Vickery's job is to accommodate disabled stu-

dents, faculty and staff vdth computers.

While doing her job, Vickery uses a comput-
er capable of talking, and printing pages with

raised text.

compiled by Paul Richardson

1

Good Canadian, Bad Canadian is brought to by Liam Lahey

Good Canadian ^
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Provincial government gives police more power
But some fear Bill 105 will erode accountability

BY LlAM LaHEY
News Reporter

The Ontario government has

given the province's police forces

the mandate of self-governance.

Bill 105, which passed third

reading at Queen's Park last

week, makes amendments to the

Police Services Act, and allows

the police to internally handle
complaints against them from the

public. It also provides them
the opportunity to create and
implement policing policies as

they deem appropriate.

Former Toronto mayor John
Seweli, who heads Citizens for

Local Democracy (CLD), said

Ontario is within a hairline frac-

ture of becoming a police state.

"An independent review is

needed in the case of a complaint

against a police force or an offi-

cer," Seweli said. "It's a step back-

wards. It's a scary thing. There is

certainly a greater opportunity for

corruption within our police

forces to exist."

Seweli cited two recent demon-
strations against education
reform, where the police allegedly

abused protesters.

"We saw it at Queen's Park
just a week ago, when five people
were arrested. They were strip

searched. One of them was a 13-

year-old girl for Godsakes," he
said. "A couple of weeks ago, at

the University of Guelph 15 stu-

dents were arrested, strip-

searched, cavity-searched, forced

to wear prison uniforms, and

were detained for hours. Eight of

those students were young
women. ThisJ? responsible polic-

ing?"

Lawyer Kim Murray, of

Aboriginal Legal Services of

Toronto (ALST), said Bill 105

erodes the accountability, accessi-

bility, fairness and responsiveness

of Ontario's police forces.

"It removes the requirement of

Deborah Pattison

Police drag a student away from

the Metro Convention Centre.

the police having to report com-
plaints received to any civilian

oversight body," she said. "How
can that be viewed as anything

but detrimental to civilian

rights?"

Included in Bill 105's amend-
ments are:

- Third parties are no longer

entitled to file a complaint against

a police force or an officer.

- The Chief of Police becomes
judge and jury of the entire police

complaint process. In the event of

a complaint from a member of the

public regarding an officer or

policies and services of the police

force, the Chief will review the

complaint and take the action

he/she considers appropriate.

The Chief is under no obligation

to inform the complainant or the

Ontario Civilian Commission on
Police Services (OCCPS) of any
decisions made.

- Municipalities without police

forces will have to pay the OPP
for police services by contract. If

they are unable to do so due to a

lack of funding, they will be with-

out police services entirely.

-The Solicitor General replaces

the OCCPS with respect to the

approval of appointments of aux-

iliary members of police forces,

and to the approval oRspecial

constable appointments.
- The Public Complaints

Commission is eliminated.

- The Board of Inquiry is dis-

mantled.

- The Ontario Civilian

Commission on Police Services

(OCCPS) will be the appeal body
in the complaints system.
However, the Chief of Police is

not required to report to the

OCCPS.
Seweli also criticizes the Tory

government for failing to address

the problems that exist between

police and the Special

Investigations Unit (SIU). "As it

stands, a police officer is under no
obligation to co-operate with the

SIU during an investigation, nor

is there a penalty imposed on an

officer for refusing to co-operate,"

Seweli said.

"Until they (the Ontario govern-

ment) do something about this

escalating problem, the SIU are

going to continue to be handcuffed

during their investigations."

Spokesperson John Yannou, of

the Ministry of the Solicitor,

General does not think there's

any cause for concern regarding

the amendments.
"Everything that is in Bill 105

has come about from years of

input and research," Yannou said.

"Why is there an uproar over the

Chief of Police handling a com-
plaint? The Chief has always been

the first to deal with a complaint

lodged against an officer or the

force itself."

Yannou said the elimination of

the Public Complaints Com-mis-
sion does not translate into a lack

of avenues for complainants to

receive justice.

"The OCCPS is clearly defined

as a review body. All the com-
plainant has to do is to inform
this body of the issues," he said.

"The onus does shift to the com-
plainant to follow up on how a

case is being handled."

Ron Stansfield, a professor at

Humber's Centre for Justice

Studies and a former police offi-

cer, disagrees with Yannou and
warns of possible vigilanteism in

the future.

"The government, and the
police forces, have done a great

disservice to the police communi-
ty with the implementation of Bill

105," Stansfield said. "If the pub-
lic believes the complaints
process is not credible, the possi-

bility of violence is very real."

Stansfield, the author of Issues

In Policing, said the provincial
government has taken a step
backwards regarding accountable

policing in Ontario.

"In 1982, the city of Toronto
adopted an American pilot pro-

ject of having the police force be
accountable to a civilian oversight

body," he said. "Up until last

week, the police were accountable

to the community they serve.

Canadian police have extraordi-

nary power, including the use of

lethal force. Therefore, we need to

have extraordinary accountability

to keep things balanced."

But Yannou argued every

police force is accountable to the

Police Services Board, which con-

sists of civilians.

"Each municipality will have
its own Police Services Board con-

sisting of civilians who live in that

municipality," he said. "Every
officer is responsible to answer to

their Police Services Board. Who
could possibly provide better ser-

vice, regarding public interests,

than a board made up of inciivid-

uals who live in the same munici-
pality?"

More people have chosen Amigo Digital
than all other digital phones combined.
We have the BEST no contract plan, the BEST alMn-one plan, the MOST fiiee minutes and the

WIDEST digital coverage.Take a look, we've got the plan you need at a price that will fit your budget

The
no contract plan.

The best Digital PCS plan
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vN^dest digital coverage.
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I
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I
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Representative
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Santa, bring me a computer
BY David Aceto
Tech. Reporter

You might think it's too late to

think about Christmas shopping,

but if you're looking for computer
accessories or even a computer,
it's never too late.

Many computer stores have
been geared up for the Christmas

rush for some time now^. With
decorations and plenty of sales on
computer games, office software,

printers, and computers, stores

are waiting for the crowds.

Retailers are predicting that

EA Sports should be one of their

biggest sellers.

"I don't know if I'd stick to one

title. A group of titles would have

to be the EA Sports series which
include NHL98, FIFA98, NBA
Live98 and Madden98. Those will

be the hottest sellers of the season

in terms of computer games,"
said Bryan Groulx of

Compucenter.

Every year, EA Sports have
put out great sports games and
they keep getting better. NHL98
now has play-by-play commen-
tary, user-controlled shot deflec-

tions, one-timers, glass breaking

checks, and realistic powerplays,

breakouts, forechecks, and
backchecks. The game really has a

hockey feel.

If you're looking for something

for the the office or for home pro-

jects, Corel's new WorkPerfed 8 is

defiiutely head of its class.

WPS has tie-ins with Microsoft

Word, the Internet and Web page
construction, making its value

well above average.

"In terms of office software,

the biggest seller of the season

would have to be WordPerfect 8 by
Corel because of its improve-
ments over the previous ver-

sions," said Groulx.

Computers and computer
accessories are going to be in

demand this season also. Bryan
Groulx said, when looking for a

printer, a lot of people these days
want convenience, making color

printers (with both black-and-

white and color options) a big

thing this Christmas.

"I'm basically looking for a

color printer which can do a good
job for my school projects. I don't

need anything too fancy that's

going to cost me an arm and a

leg," said shopper Masiel
Betancourt.

Each year, there are a lot of first-

time computer buyers who search

aimlessly for the fastest, biggest

computer with the most RAM or

memory, something they may not

need. Think before you shop.

Get ready for

WebTV
BY Paul Billington
Tech. Reporter

A new service will provide
consumers with access to the Web
from their TVs - if they buy a

special modem that costs up to

$400.

Katherine Hughes, director of

marketing for Beyond TV,
admits that, "Beyond TV is

aimed at people who probably
don't have a computer at home,
or if they do have a computer it

might be so old that it would be

useless for the Net (because its

processing speed and modem
are too slow)."

Beyond TV is betting there is a

large enough market out there for

people who don't have a comput-

er at home and have been putting

off buying one because of the

expense.

"Beyond TV is perfect for that

kind of person because, in many
cases, people don't use their com-
puters at home for much else than

answering e-mail and surfing the

Net. Why buy a computer when
you don't have to?"

The service costs $9.95 a month
if you have an Internet service

provider and $29.95 for 60 hours

of time if you don't. Currently,

the service operates at 33.6 kilo-

bits per second, which is slower

than most new modems that run

at 56 k.

Marin Zielinski, a lab monitor

in Lab H205, doesn't think much
of the service. "It doesn't make
any sense. For a little more than

$400 you can buy a used com-
puter and do more with it than

just surf the Net ... plus the cost

of the service is too high for only

33.6 kbps."

Shaw Communications and
Worldgate Communications
signed a license agreement that

allows Shaw to test Worldgate's

version of Web television in

Canada. The launch begins
January 1998 in Calgary.

Worldgate differs from other

WebTV services because no set-top

box is required for users to access

their service. Worldgate charges

only $4.95 for unlimited Internet

access in the U.S at speeds up to

192 K. At the time of this article,

Shaw Communications did not

have a price for this service.

To learn more about the ser-

vice, check out Beyond TV's
Website at www.beyondtv.net.
To leam more about the Internet

via television, check out these

Websites: www.webtv.net and
www.wgate.com.

5, k-ii "-'^^n^if/f
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Humber's new telecommunications
courses will be setting industry standards
BY David Aceto
Tech. Reporter

Humber College becomes the first

institution in Canada to house a centre of

excellence for wireless telecommunica-
tions training.

Humber and the Telecommunications
Learning Institute have joined forces to

produce a wireless program here. The cre-

ation of the program has been in the works
since late June and will meet the ongoing
challenges of the telecommunications
industry.

"Through TLI, Humber will be both a

catalyst for, and supporter of, the creation

of an industry in telecommunications
training, but in particular areas like wire-

less," said George Doherty, general man-
ager of TLI.

This isn't one of the more traditional

programs at Humber. The focus is on
retraining people who are already in the

telecommunications industry, but it will

also give an opportunity for those who are

interested in that field to get a chance to

start a new and exciting program.

The first program will begin in

January, and will be a post-diploma pro-

gram in wireless telecommunications.
Learning outcomes for the courses will

range from telephone network switching

and transmission systems to analyzing

protocols, including hands on experience,

like creating and engineering your own

ideal communication service.

Doherty said that TLI is not only con-

cerned with doing everything electronical-

ly, but doing everything at a level not in

existence today.

The program will have $1 million

worth of state-of-the-art Hewlett
Packard equipment, "better than those in

some companies like Bell and AT&T,"
said Doherty.

Enrolment is just getting started, but one

class already has 30 students, another has

20 students, and TLI is predicting a lot

more in the future.

Everything the students will need for

the program will be made available on the

Internet, or by CD-ROM, but if the student

wants hands on instruction, there will be

instructors available in the lab.

"TLI's course ware will be available

electronically. You don't have to physically

come to to the site. You can access this on
your Internet or CD-ROM. For Humber,
this is another venue to really explore tech-

nology based learning services for the con-

vienence of students and clients," said

Humber's Vice-President Kris Gatavekas.

The TLI operates on a straight fee for

service basis. If you are entering the pro-

gram as an individual, it can be expen-

sive because it is not subsidized by the

government

.

The program ranges from 2 to 3 classes a

week for an eight week program. The

courses are instructor-led and will cost

approximately $450 a day. And, if you
enroll in an electronically based program, it

can cost you $50 an hour, or about $250 a

day, for classes.

Gataveckas said that as a result of hav-

ing a reIatior\ship with TLI, there will be

opportunities to develop other levels of

learning which will attract a lot more peo-

ple to Humber.
TLI is becoming a common pool for

companies to draw from, and search for,

new applicants in the telecommunications

field. Companies are doing business with

TLI to adapt programs and cater to the

companies' needs in the future.

"We've had some inquiries by compa-
nies here in the GTA, who want to come in

and interview all the applicants and pay
their tution in exchange for the company to

have the first right in offering them a job/'

said Doherty.

The fast-paced advances in technology

have forced the technological industry to

create a learning model. People hired today

won't have relevant skills when there is a

shift in technology. Humber has become a

partner with TLI to help the industry keep

up with the changes in technology.

Doherty thinks Humber will have an
advantage over other community colleges

because some of the courses TLI offers may
be used as electives to existing Humber
programs.

"Some of the electives people can take

in their existing programs, they can take

with TLI and improve their resume by
having both Humber and TLI on it, but

still get Humber credits," said Doherty.

TLI does offer its own different levels

of certificates specifically issued by TLI

for those enrpled directly in their learning

programs.
"For students from Humber, because of

TLI being a part of the Humber Global

Family, they won't have to search very far

because they'll already have those relation-

ships with 'TLI," said Gataveckas.

Although the first program at Humber
is yet to kick off, the interest is high.

Many companies are showing interest in

creating new jobs for those coming out of

these programs.
Currently, the TLI Website

(www.tlilearn.com) is under (early) con-

struction but it is going to be the heart of

the program. The site will be the place to

get information about the programs, how
to enroll, and even where to get work once

you're enrolled.

Gataveckas said that ultimately the

market for TLI and Humber is very
large, and it will affect all of Humber
students either directly or indirectly. TLI

and Humber are looking forward to the

future in creating many more programs
that will affect tpdays and yesterdays

students.

i^ Computer Sho? Holiday Special!

Compaq Presario 4500 Series

w
Presario 4504

Intel Pentium 200 MHz

$1,650.°°
(Compaq L*>25 15 Display included)

ith the Compaq Presario 4500 series computer, you will get a powerful

Intel Pentium processor; 16 or 24 MB of SyncDRAM, a modem
upgradable to 56K (33.6K modem standard), high-performance 16X

Max CD-ROM drive, and a 256KB L2 Pipeline Burst Cache that boosts total

system performance. The Presario 4500s also feature Dolby* Digital Surround

Sound combined with JBL3D VirtualTheater, laser-sharp MPEG2 quality video

playback, and Accelerated 64-bit graphics with Direct3D™ that stimulates the

imagination with sharp textures and bright colors. f
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MMX technology: 24 MB of SDRAM, a 56K
modem, 2.5 GB Hard Drive, high-performance
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"

Cache that boosts total system performance. The ^ ,

Aptiva El 5 features 3D sound. Microphone, Software

MPEG- 1 , and Wavetable Audio.
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$2,340. (IBM 15 Display IncluiaJ)
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$1,699.'
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OKIDATA OKIPAGE 4w
'he OKlPAGE*4w is designed to make your letters,

presentations, spreadsheets and rqrarts loblc more
professional. Its crisp 600 dpi-class output uses

OKI Smoothing Technology* to make all of your

documents look great with unlimited font capability

through Windows applications software

$289.°°
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EPSON Stylus Color 600
'eaturing the award-winning MicroPiezo print

technology, QuickDry inks, and AcuPhoto
halftoning. The EPSON Stylus COLOR 600

provides phenomenal 1440 x 720 dpi Photo Quality color

and laser quality black text.

$370."
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Humber College Computer Shop
North Campus. Room El 28

Tel: (416) 67.'i-6622 Ext. 4098 Fax: (416) 674-5498

Hours: Monday to Thursday 9 - 7; Fnday 9 - 4

Email: hsalesfeicampuscompulcrshop.com URL: www.campuscomputershop.com
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In case of emergency
first aid and CPR

Puncture wounds: careful cutting veggies
IMPORTANT
NOTICE

We would like you to keep
in mind that all the informa-

tion given is for general

knowledge only. These articles

will allow you to recogjrii?^ the

many decisions that have to be
made if you are in an emer-

gency situation.

In case of an emergency, we
recommend that you be certi-

fied in community or standard

first aid and CPR.
Do not attempt rescue

breathing or CPR without cer-

tification.

BY Dana James
Health Reporter

A puncture wound
could be anything from a

sliver to a stab wound.
They can happen in the

kitchen, while chopping
vegetables, or on the street.

With today's concerns

about HIV and other blood

transferred diseases, peo-

ple are wary about getting

involved helping a person

who has been cut.

In a puncture wound
emergency situation, if

you don't know the person

who is injured, you may
not want to get involved.

Without coming in contact

with the person and
putHng yourself in danger.

you could do the most
important thing. Call 911.

Professionals are

trained in dealing with sit-

uations like these, but

can't help if they are not

notified about what's

going on. Malcolm
Bryson, an ambulance
attendant, said, "If a per-

son is bleeding, do not

approach them unless you

PHOTO BY Joanna Wilson

Be careful when cutting small or awkward objects.

have gloves on. If a person

had been stabbed, think 'is

the situation safe?' before

becoming involved. You
should always think of

your safety first."

If you decide to help

treat a person with a punc-

ture wound, Bryson said,

"When helping with a

puncture wound, it is

important to remember
your ABCs. A is for air-

ways, always check and
makesure that it is clear B

is for breathing, after the

airway is clear make sure

the victim is breathing and
C is checking for wounds."

Bryson described basic

first aid for puncture

wounds. "Clean the

wound with water if it is

available. Then put a clean

dressing on top of the

wound and apply pres-

sure."

If the wound is a sliver

or a minor cut, the bleed-

ing will stop shortly and

first aid can be finished

with antiseptic and a

Band-Aid. If the wound is

severe, this basic first aid

will help the victim until

the paramedics arrive.

To learn more about

how to treat puncture

wounds, call the Active

Canadian Emergency
Training center at (905)

949-2044. They will pro-

vide information on class-

es available.

Humber offers first aid and CPR courses
BY Tonya Costoff
Health Reporter

Saving someone's life is some-
thing everyone is capable of, if

they just take the time to learn

basic CPR and first aid.

"I personally feel everyone
should have a form of first aid

training," said Donald Hamilton,

a certified first aid/CPR instructor

at Humber College.

"There are some countries in

the world where you can't be

licensed to drive a vehicle without

a first aid kit in the car, and have
some kind of first aid training," he

said.

Hamilton said that obstructed

airway procedures, artificial respi-

ration, control of severe bleeding,

recognizing heart attacks and first

aid for heart attacks and strokes,

and certain other medical condi-

tions like diabetes and epilepsy,

are the basics everyone should

know.

Hamilton is an eight-year vet-

eran at Humber, and teaches a

variety of courses that include

first aid, CPR, a CPR instructor's

course, and Wilderness

Emergency Care.

"A first aid kit is like your
purse, everyone has different

stuff," Hamilton said. "The two
most important things would be

triangular bandages and pressure

dressings."

"Your first aid kit does not

have to contain things that go bad.

When the supplies run out, you
just replace it."

CPR is used to clear obstructed

airways, and requires some train-

ing.

"If you know CPR, you feel

much more confident if you're

faced with a situation when you
need to use it."

Hamilton said you will know
when it's time to use CPR training

when you assess the person and
they are not breathing and have
no pulse.

"The basic steps in CPR are

performing artificial respiration

by ventilating a person, and com-
pressing the chest in the right

location. The procedure is differ-

ent for adults because you use two
hands, and on children you use

one hand. There are also different

compression rates and breathing

rates for the different age groups

as well," Hamilton explained.

As for the difficulty, "it's cer-

tainly not hard to do. I've taught

eight-year-olds how to do rescuer

adult CPR," he said.

Humber College offers first aid

and CPR night classes to the pub-

lic. There is the Basic Rescuer

Course that takes 12 hours at the

cost of $52. There is also the

Standard First Aid Course that

takes 16 hours, and costs $80.

The certificates are issued and
certified through St. John's

Ambulance, and the Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Ontario.

Hamilton suggests being re-certi-

fied on a yearly basis.

When performing first aid,

Hamilton said, ''Do only things

that you recognize you can do,

and that you've received training

in. Without training, it's not a

good idea."

If interested, students can call

the registration office for more
details on the dates and times of

the courses.

Below are diagrams demon-
strating how to perform CPR on

an adult. Information provided by

www.familyintemet.com.

FIRST AID KIT

Photo by Tonya Costoff

Essentials for your first aid kit
~ 1 box of Band-Aids in assort-

ed sizes

~ 1 roll of gauze bandage

- 1 roll of adhesive tape

<- 1 pint of rubbing alcohol

(70%)
~ 1 tube of antibiotic ointment

~ 1 bottle of aspirin or non-

aspirin pain reliever

- 1 jar of petroleum jelly

~ cotton balls and cotton swabs

(keep dean and dry)
,

~ 1 bottle of hydrogen peroxide

~ 1 tube ofbum ointment

- T bottle of calamifie lotion

(optional)

~ triangular bandages

~ pressure dressing

Information by First Aid On-line

! \ '"* P
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Choking: first aid is different for children
BY Tammy Sedore
Health Repi)rter ^

What do you do if someone is choking?

"Don't leave the jserson alone. Encourage them to

keep coughing. Don't interfere with them in any
way as long as they can cough, speak and breathe,"

said Robyn Ashby, a consultant with St. John's

Ambulance, and a national level instructor.

If they can't speak, cough, or breathe, give the

subdiaphragmatic abdominal thrusts, also known as

the Heimlich maneuver. If the

person is extremely obese, or

in late pregnancy, give chest

thrusts. To learn these maneu-
vers, it is best you take a

course in first aid.

This method is only for a

conscious adult who is chok-

ing. If the adult is uncon-
scious, other first aid proce-

dures should be taken.

Position an unconscious

adult on their back, arms at

each side. Call out for help. Be
sure help is on the way, then

perform the tongue-jaw lift

and finger sweep to remove
the obstruction.

Do the head-tilt/chin-lift

maneuver to try opening the

airway. Do this by placing one
hand on their forehead, the

other on their chin, tilt the

head back and lift the chin Phoid »i Joanna WitiwN

until the teeth almost touch. If The Heimlich maneuver -'A choldngaduW by

this is unsuccessful, give them Atnot Ogden Medical Center (Internet)

six to 10 subdiaphragmatic -Make a fist (thumb will stick up like a knob).

abdominal thrusts (the _ place the knob a little above their navel ^
Heimlich maneuver). Keep .Hold fist tight wiA other hand and make quickT
repeating the finger sweep,

jtong, upward thruste into victims abdomen.
opening the airway, rescue

°^

breathing, and abdominal
, , ,

thrusts until the object is
«»e only hands to prevent mjury.

removed. Remember your
ABCs. Airway (open the airway). Breathing (if still

no breath, attempt rescue breathing) and Circulation

(if no pulse, perform chest compressions).

Remember, this is for an unconscious adult.

For infants under one, some techniques are differ-

ent. The first few steps are similar: leave the infant

alone if they can speak, cough and breathe. If the

infant has a history of illness (air passages might be

swollen), take them immediately to the hospital. If

they have ineffective coughing, are wheezing and
cannot speak or cry, follow these steps.

Support the head and neck with one hand and
straddle the infant face down, head lower than

trunk, over your forearm and supported on your
thigh. Give four forceful back blows, using the heel

of your hand l>etween their shoulder blades. While
supporting their head, turn the child on its back,

keeping their head lower than their body. Using two
fingers, give the infant four thrusts in the sternal

region. Repeat both the

back blows and chest

thrusts until the object is

out or the infant becomes
unconscious.

If unconscious, call for

help. Perform the tongue-

jaw lift and if you see the

object, remove it. Open the

airway using the head-

tilt/chin-lift method and
attempt rescue breathing.

Perform four back blows,

then four chest thrusts. If

you don't get the object out,

repeat the process. If the

infant is not breathing after

the object is removed, begin

the ABCs of CPR.
For a child between one

and eight, first aid is similar

to that of an adult. Perform

the Heimlich maneuver if

the child is conscious. If the

child is unconscious, there is

an important difference in

the technique.

"Don't finger sweep a

child's mouth," Ashby said.

Instead, perform a tongue-

jaw lift and remove the

object only if it's seen.

Even if the object is removed
in any of these situations, a

visit to the doctor is still advised.

If you are choking and are alone, stay calm. Place

one fist over the belly button. Grab that fist with

your other hand and push up against the ribs. Or,

push yourself up against a chair or a table in the

same spot on the stomach.

Learn first aid from a professional, before you
find yourself in this type of situation. "It's best to

take a course. You can't learn from reading."

Seizures: no stopping once they start
BY Tammy Sedore
Health Reporter

Though there are no known causes for seizures,

there are factors that can trigger them.

Head injury, trauma at birth, rough handling or

shaking of infants, drugs or toxic substances (in large

doses), strokes, tumors, cardiovascular problems, or

diseases "which cause an imbalance in the blood or

chemical structure are a few of the causes.

There are many different symptoms for what is

known as grand mal seizures, or generalized tonic-

clonic seizures, which include confusion, falling

down, rigidity, body jerks, and twitches.

A seizure can't be stopped once it has started, so

let it run its course.

Body jerks are caused by abnormal activity in the

brain. The brain tells the muscles to contract or relax,

and if someone tries to stop this from happening, it

may result in additional injuries, including broken
bones.

Ease the person onta the floor and loosen their

clothing. Remove any sharp, hard, or hot objects that

may injure the person. If necessary, place a cushion

under their head.

"Roll up a blanket, towel, or a coat and stick it

under their head so they're not banging their head on
the floor," said John Phair, a provincial communica-
tions officer at Epilepsy Ontario.

Turn the person onto their side so saliva can flow

out of their mouth. Allow them to sleep after the

seizure is complete.

Don't put anything into the person's mouth
t>ecause they will bite down, hard.

"If you stick something in their mouth like a

spoon or a pencil, you could break teeth or even the

jaw," Phair said.

He also said you don't need to remove dentures or

retainers from the person's mouth, unless they are

choking, and there is no need to worry about the per-

son swallowing their tongue.

"Physically it's not possible to swallow your

tongue - it's too big cm organ. Ifs possible to bite the

tip off the tongue, but sticking something in the

mouth is not going to prevent that. It's only going to

cause other injuries."

Seizures generally don't last long, and no medical

attention is needed. But if the person has a number of

seizures in a row, and regains complete conscious-

ness after each, or if a seizure lasts longer than 10

minutes, be sure to get medical assistance.

Complex-Partial seizure

Symptoms: confused, random walking, mumbling,
head turning or pulling at clothing. Childrenusual-

ly smack their lips, or stare. The person doesn't

remember their seizure.

first Aid: Don't restrain, but move away sharp

d^ts. If they wander^ follow and talk quietly.

Simple-Partial seizure

Symptoms: sudden jerky movements to one part of

the body, stomach discomfort, distortions in hear-

ing or seeing, or a sudden sense of fear. Their con-

sciousness isn't at all impaired,

first Aid: none required -

. Pseudoseizures

Symptoms: rapid breathiitg, triggered by mental

stress, pain or anxiety, prickling feeling in face,

hands and feet, stiffening, and trembling.

Firsl-Aid: Calm the person to start them breathing

iwnnally again. Investigate why they are seeking

attention.

BY Dana James
HeuUh Reports

First aid given to a bum victim

depends lat^ely on the cause of

the burn and the degree of sever-

ity.

Some minor bun\s, such as a

small bum on the finger from the

toaster or the curling iron, can be
treated at home. Physicians, or

someone trained in first aid,

should take care of more severe

bums like chemical burns or

burns from a campfire.

It is up to the first people at the

scene of an accident to detennine

how severe the burn is and if they

can treat it properly without call-

ing a physician. The rule is if

you're not sure, then ask some-
body.

Sharon Cole, the general man-
ager of sales and marketing at St.

John's Ambulance in Toronto,

explained the degrees of bums.
"TTieskin has two layers, the first

being fat and the second is mus-
cles. Therefore, the deeper the

bum is, the more serious it

becomes."

"A first-degree burn only

affects the top layer of skin. A sec-

ond degree bum affects tlie top

and the bottom layer of skin and
a third degree bum affects the

full thickness of the skin includ-

ing the tissues under tlie skin."

Emergency first aid for bums

out of a bum
and scalds is to call 911

injury is severe. Cole said, "Cool

the bum right away by submerg'

ing it in cool water. If you don'l

have a sink around you, use 4!

hose or a tub. You want to

down the bum."
Remove clothing from

injury and cover the patientjl

avoiding the burn. "Remove all

jewelry and rings because burns*

cause blistering and swelling^

and then cover the burn in a lint

free dressing," Cole said.

Be careful when dressings

burns and scalds. The injured?

area is suspectible to infection. If;

blisters form, don' t break them
intentionally. The cover bandages

should be loose enough to pre-,

vent pressure on the burned sur-

faces. The bandages will have to

be cliecked frequently to make
sure they stay clean and loose.

"There is an old wives tale that

a bum should be treated with

butter, but the grease holds the

heat in ai\d can often cause it to

bum deeper," Cole said.

If the bum is severe, an ambu-
lance should be called right away.

Try to make the person as, com-
fortable as you can without mov-.

ing them too much. Stay calm,

and wait for the paramedics. '

To learn more about treating]

burns call St. John's Ambulance*
at (416) 967-4244.

To Be ioQy,'

jlpv Wednesday
7 ^December 17*»^
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Special Student Advance Tickets

• PP (Regular Price S30"l

Show & Prizes 8:30 p.m.

Full Course Dinner, Siiow & Prizes

335 PP IRegular Price S600"! 6:30 p.m. ilimrteo scai.rui

YUK YUK'S COMEDY CLUB
2335 Yonge St. nitni sciEinntonnt.*

Tickets through Tir^^^w^tf

Call (416) 870-8000

Proceeds to:

The Medical Society
University of Tortynto

Great Door Pif/es! E\m- Ticket l\ins a Gift!
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Make the mad dash to the mall
Help for last minute shoppers is on the way Buying real fir,

BY Andie Wadsworth
Lifestyles Reporter

With exam crunch and winter

break approaching, many stu-

dents, don't have time for

Christmas shopping.

Angie Cooke, a first-year

General Arts and Science student

said she will be leaving her shop-

ping 'til the last minute.

"I've barely just started. I have
something for my mom, but that's

it," Cooke said

Only three out of 30 students

polled in an informal survey have
started their shopping. Many
blame jobs and a heavy end-of-

semester work load for not shop-
ping earlier.

"If I don't put in extra hours at

work, I can't afford to buy pre-

sents. But, if I work extra hours, I

don't have the time to go shop-
ping," said Loren Hill, a first-year

Hospitality student.

There are students who have
their presents ready and waiting.

"I started in early November. I

wanted to get it over with. I don't

like last minute shopping," said

Richard Cummins, a first-year

electrical student.

For those who don't know
what to buy, or haven't started

shopping, here are some best

sellers, according to retailers.

Women
Cindy Shedeger, assistant

manager of the Body Shop, rec-

ommends perfume or a basket of

lotions.

"Oceanus and Vanilla per-
fumes are our best sellers.

Oceanus is our newest scent and
Vanilla is the old favorite,"

Shedeger said. A bottle of the Eau
de Toilette costs $11.95.

Baskets come in various sizes,

priced from $12.95 to $40.70.

Lotions, candles, aromatherapy
oils, bath beads and perfumes can

be found at The Body Shop.

If the person you're buying for

is allergic to perfume, why not try

clothes?

moro BY Ande Wadsworth

Body Shop gifts, fun to give or get.

"Ladies ribbed polo shirts and
turtlenecks are selling really

well," said Elaine Wilson, assis-

tant manager of the GAP. "This

year, we've brought in more
selection and less quantity."

Men
Everybody likes music.

"If you're not sure what type of

music to get, gift certificates are

the best way to go," said Sherry

Dorhu, an employee at Music
Worid.

"People can also use their gift

certificates towards videos. Our
best selling movies are Scream,

Jurassic Park 2, and Men in Black,"

Dorhu said.

While you're at the GAP, don't

forget to scope out the men's sec-

tion.

"Anything to do with fleece is

a hot item for guys this year.

Another popular item is our
down jackets. Everything comes
in a wide variety of colors and if

they don't like it, there's no time

limit on the return or exchange,"

Wilson said.

Mom
No matter what gaudy trinket

you give her, she'll cherish it

because it came from you.

The Chicken Soup for the Soul

books, made up of inspirational

stories, make a good gift.

"With the new series this year,

there are books for the teenagers,

work, and mothers' souls, " said

Shannon MacKay, assistant man-
ager at Coles Books store.

"The books are really popular,

so popular that we've given them
a section to themselves," said

MacKay.
If your mother doesn't like to

read, try candles.

"A popular item right now is

our potpourri and candle holders.

Basically, anything to do with
candles is moving really fast,"

said Brenda Kletnieks, manager
of Pot Pourri.

BY Jennifer Oxlby
L^hfka Reporter

With the holiday season ju

weeks away, it's time to star

thinking about buying a re

Christmas tree.

Ontario farm gro
Christmas trees are a great a

environmentally friendly a

tion to the decorations in

home.
Whether cut-your-own oi

bought from a garden centre ur

mall lot, real trees bring
'

the outdoors and tradlti(

"the home.
The use of evergreetr^Sis a

Christmas symbol slat&L about

400 years ago in Germany and
spread to most of northern
Europe. The first reg)ided use of

an evergreen at^'Chrjstmas in

Canada was at Sorel, Quebec in

1781. The Christmas tree came to

the Toronto ar^' in the 1790s.

After uife a tree is 100 per cent

bio-degmiablc, and most munic-

qjftlities have tree dripping pro-

gramsJ|pSSiieUCup the process.

Chrfsfflas tre#s arepo jflpger.^

taken to landfill site^ ^ {

Christmas trees caus
harm to the environ:

because for every tree harvi

there are 10 more coming aloi

Except for cultivated forests,

« most envirorunentally friend-

y^crop around is Christmas
trees. A tree is harvested only

•r 10 years, and 90 per cent of

farm must remain treed at all

es to ensure future harvests,

eal trees are beneficial

ause one acre of Christmas
uces enough oxygen to

'

18 people,

e's an easy way to tell If

the Tree is fresh or not. Unless it

is ver}' cold, a needle of a fresh

tree wil^end, rather than break,

when tne needle is flexed

betvieen thumb and index finger.

When the butt is plunked down,
very few green needles should:
fall to the ground. Most have
some brown needles by the

trunk.

About three million Canadian
families enjoy a natural

Christmas tree each year. About
one million of lliose families live

in Ontario.

in Eastern Canada, the most
r Christmas trees are

ine, white spruce and
Isan^fir. Fraser fir and white

pine are growing in popularity.

^leam more, check out the

tmas Tree Growers'
Hon of Ontario's Website

Christmas trees.on.ca.

Dad
He always needs something.

According to Josie Goldenstein, a

Canadian Tire employee, a tool is

a safe bet.

"You can basically walk into

our store and pick anything off

the shelf and he would be happy
with it. Dads always need more
tools," Goldenstein said.

"Since the holiday season has

started, people need to get their

party clothes. You can always
dress up their outfit with a tie or a

pair of socks," said Jennifer

McClennan, manager of Tip Top.

Tree tending made easy
The Christmas Tree Farmers of Ontario have tips for your tree.

Store tree in a sheltered but imheated area like a porch or garage. ^

Trees drink up to four litres of water per day, check water supply

,

daily. A stand that holds at least four litres of water is recommended.
U the water level drops below the bottom of the trunk, a seal will

form. ^

Keep away from sources of heat or drying, like radiators, furnace

ducts, TVs, fireplaces and windows with direct exposure to the sun.

Ensure all lights and coimections are in good working order. Don't
use lights with worn or frayed cords.

Turn off the tree lights when leaving and before bed.

Hype can't hide holiday history
BY JoHNA Ware
Lifestyles Reporter

Myths, magic and flying reindeer. The
holiday season is back again.

"Although the Christmas holiday has

not lost its meaning over the years, it has

become clouded by marketing and com-
mercial sales in way of gifts," says Jennifer

Woods, a Ryerson student.

There are many stories about St.

Nicholas, but they share common themes.

One of the better known stories comes
from Scandinavia. An upper-class villager

recognized despair among the poor of the

village.'Tis Yule' he decided, and traveled

around at night in his sleigh with reindeer

(they didn't fly) to distributed gifts to chil-

dren. Each child received a gift they need-

ed and a toy to enjoy.

In Holland and England, St. Nicholas
was known as the patron saint of children.

They left shoes out for gifts, creating the

tradition of hanging stockings.

Some Christians believe Santa Claus
was created to help convert the non-believ-

ers by giving them a celebration on a

Christian holiday.

Christians take this holiday to celebrate

the birth of Jesus Christ. There is a feast

held in His name, celebrated with blessings

and prayers.

"Songs are sung to honor and give

thanks to Jesus, His life and the light He
brought to our lives," said Beverly Harris, a

believer,of the Pentecost.

Before commercialism took a part of the

holiday, there was the traditional country

Christmas.

"We put out shoe boxes and on
Christmas morning we got a few nuts, an
orange, and a little bit of candy. Then we
opened up gifts that we mostly made our-

selves or cost very little to buy, and then

we cooked and feasted," said Ethel
McCauley, who grew up in Huttonville.

Some devout Christians have stayed
very close to their traditional practices.

"We used to study the old testament of

the Bible, and now we add a bit more of

the New Testament. But our practices of

the holidays are still the same," explained

Elizabeth Trolbridge, of London, Ontario.

"We basically follow Leviticus, chapter 23,

verses 4 to 44."

This part of the Bible outlines the seven
feasts. They celebrate without gifts or a

tree, because the Bible doesn't dictate these

traditions. They say Jesus was not born

December 25.

Placing Christian holidays near Pagan
holidays made conversion to Christianity

easier.

Originally the holiday was a Pagan one

called 'Yule'. Known as Winter Solstice, the

21st of December celebrates light and the

day the sun begins to stay out longer.

"Our holiday was the first to come, and

the Christians made Jesus' birthday on the

25th because it seemed like less of a deal to

simply add God to the numerous gods that

we already believe in," said Stephanie

Angus, a Pagan witch. "It made it easier to

convert the countrymen."

Winter Solstice is a time when many of

the major gods were bom.
"Yule is a time for great celebration. A

great feast was presented for everyone to

enjoy and when all the perishable food was
used up before it spoiled, " said Roy
Stonehouse, a practitioner of Pagan rituals.

Trees were used as a Celtic symbol of

new life and decorated with dried flowers

and dried fruit.

This year, Hanukkah, the Jewish festival

of lights, begins December 23. For eight

consecutive days, candles are lit.

'The menorah used to be placed outside

to show the public that they (the Jews) are

free and are proud of their heritage,"

Sharon Morris said.

There is a story behind the holiday. A
Seleucid King forced all his subjects to

adopt Hellenistic practices. Jews had to

abandon their temple, rituals, language
and their religion. However, a small group
of Jews, led by Judah Maccabee, repelled

the Seleucid army for two-and-a-half years,

winning freedom.

Returning to the temple, Judah
Maccabee rededicated it to God's service -

hence the term Chanukah' meaning dedi-

cation.

Only a single vial of oil was found in the

ruins to light the sacred temple light. There

was enough to bum for a day, but it lasted

for eight.

The children play, sing songs, and feast

on foods, like donuts and potato pancakes,

cooked in lots of oil in remembrance. There
are also games to play and, on the lighting

of each candle, the children receive a gift of

coin symbolizing the first coin issued by

Maccabee.

In celebration of the season, Happy
Hanukkah, Merry Christmas, Happy Yule,

and Happy Holidays, and to all a Good
Night.
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Does Santa Claus really exist?
Et Cetera reporters debate the age-old mystery

The X-mas files

Santa is capital G
genuine, but " they"
don't want you to

know.

BY Corey Keegan
Thinks there's also a toothfairy

Make no mistake about it.

Santa is alive, well, and currently

checking off- "naughty" next to

the name of Andrew McKay.
Despite the anti-Santa

rhetoric polluting the holiday
season, and pervasive cynicism

eroding our collective sense of

reality, Santa Claus is capital G
genuine. And to the believers,

to the children of the world, I

say forgive your jaundiced
elders, for they have been
duped by a consumerist con-

spiracy invented by the

American military and its cor-

porate allies.

The forces at work to suppress

this information are of a power
so large and ubiquitous, it has
become almost impossible to see

the truth. But if you look just a

little closer, glimmers of fact

shine through.

Point: Consider, for a

moment, the detrimental

economic effects the indis-

putable existence of Santa

would have on the multi-

billion dollar defence
industry in the United
States. There is no way
this expenditure could

be justified if it were
known that stealthy flight

and supersonic speeds
could be achieved by the

use of reindeer.

Point: The retail industry,

dependent on the boom of ram-

pant consumer spending, would
suffer huge losses if it was to

allow knowledge of Santa's exis-

tence to leak to public.

Point: December 25, 1952, an
unidentified flying object is shot

out of the sky over Roswell, New
Mexico. Witnesses at the crash

scene reported the bodies of

small creatures with large heads

and large eyes.

Although the U.S. Air Force

started a rumor that the bodies

were those of aliens, the fact

remains: they were elves!

The wreckage of the crash

was quietly stored at a nearby air

base. Three days later, a fat man
in a tattered red suit was seen

hitchhiking on the outskirts of

Santa Fe with a sign reading
"Yellowknife or Bust".

Point: In 1960, the American
government was seeking to

build a top-secret listening post

in Northern Finland to spy on
the Soviet Union. What resulted

was the University of Lapland.

Although LapU employs a staff,

including "Santa experts", there

is not a single student in atten-

dance. It is yet another finger in

the mighty fist of American
misinformation.

Point: In the 1950s, Senator

Joseph McCarthy bred fear about

the infiltration of communist ele-

ments. The notion of a man in a

red suit, giving things away, was
seen as a threat to the free world

and discredited.

Point: North American Air
Defense (NORAD) was suppos-

edly created to warn Washington

in the advent of intercontinental

ballistic attack. NORAD's string

of radar bases, known as the

DEW Line, are suspiciously far

north. In fact, the bases are the

closet human outpost to the

North Pole. Who do you think

they're watching, the Russicins?

Point: Santa was scheduled

to meet with the president

of the United States to

discuss the terms of his

entrance into

^^ mainstream
^P society in

November of

1963. Three days
before the meeting.
President John F.

Kennedy was killed by
an association of mob-
sters, military industri-

alists, and toy store own-
ers. Their aim was to keep
America safe from crime, intensi-

fy a war in Vietnam, and prevent

the world's pre-eminent toy

maker from becoming "real".

Last, but not least: at the heart

of Santa's philosophy is a reward

system. The good are rewarded,

the bad are not. This undoubted-

ly angers some who, unwilling

to admit they are bad people,

slander the name Santa.

Of course, Santa doesn't visit

people like Andrew McKay, who
doesn't go to bed when he's told,

doesn't brush his teeth, says the

f-word, and smokes cigarettes.

And yet he still receives gifts.

Why is this?

Parents, under the pressure of

a consumer driven economy,
reward such poor behavior for

fear of upsetting their offspring,

stifling the market, and thereby

devaluing their investment port-

folios. The powers that be have,

in effect, economically black-

mailed people into forgetting

Santa.

And again to the children, I

say remember this: Santa comes
to the believers; keep the faith;

the truth is out there.

The Etcetera

went into its

archives and

found what histor-

ical figures said

about Santa Claus.

Ask not what Santa

can do for you; ask

what you can do for

Santa.

-JFK

The elves shall inherit

the Earth.

-The Bible

Vive La Santa libre.

-Charles De Gaulle

/ love the smell of

windeer in the morn-

ing.

-Robert Duvall,

. Apocalypse Now

Santa is the opiate of

the masses.
- Karl Marx

Imagine there's no

Santa; it's easy ifyou

try

-John Lennon

/ saw the best minds

ofmy generation

destroyed by Santa.

-Allen Ginsberg

Et tu. Santa?

-Julius Caesar

Santa Claus scores

forCanadal
- Foster Hewitt

I'm gonna make Santa

an offer be can't

refuse.

-Don Corleone

There's a Santa born

every minute.
- P.T. Barnum

Bah, humbug
There is no Santa
Claus. He is as fake
as Pamela
Anderson's breasts.

BY Andrew McKay
Grinch

Dear Andrew:

I am a 21-year-old journalism

student at Ryerson. All ofmy class-

mates tell me there is a $anta Claus.

Gerald Hannon says "ifyou see it in

Et Cetera, it's true." Tell me,

Andrew: is there a Santa Claus?

-Amanda Hugginkiss

Amanda, your little friends

are wrong. They have been
affected by the free-spending
ideals of a commercial age. They
spend too much time looking at

computer screens, shopping at

Jacob, and hanging out in dusky
taverns with unsavory characters

like Corey Keegan.

Amanda, it would take over
200,000 reindeer, flying at 300
times the speed of sound, to

deliver presents to the 92
million homes presently

duped by the Santa theo-

ry. And that's with a

good tailwind. (To put
that into perspective: that

point where you're about

to sneeze, and it's

almost out, and you
blink and the

sneeze goes back
up your nose?
The reindeer are a

thousand times
faster.)

No, Amanda,
there is no Santa

Claus. He is as

fake as Pamela Anderson's
breasts, as whimsical as Et

Cetera's editorial policy. He flies

through the air with a team of

reindeer and a 200 mega-ton
satchel of toys? He might as well

walk on the water, or deliver a

ballad with the grace and emo-
tion of David Hasselhoff.

How much easier the world
would be with a Santa Claus.

We could blame him for not giv-

ing us a Big Wheel when we
were nine, or for giving us
Compton Katie instead of

Malibu Stacey. We could walk
through this world in cheerful

denial of all things bad and drea-

ry, counting blindly on super-

heroes and tales of lore to deliver

us from evil.

Santa Claus is not a belief,

Amanda. It is a suspension of

disbelief. Believe in Santa Claus?

You might as well believe the

magician really cuts the woman
in half. You might as well

believe in a benevolent, moral
government. You might as well

bet your life savings that Tom
Arnold will someday win an
Oscar.

You may ask how I know this.

How can I be so sure there is no
Santa Claus?

•In 1979, I saw my father,

actually dressed in a Santa suit,

putting presents under the tree.

In June.

•In 1983, my mother told me
Santa was a hoax (well, she did-

n't actually tell me; she just gave

me back all my old letters to

Santa, and said "figure it out,

genius").

•Last year, I asked for a

Zippo, a handgun and a bottle of

Scotch. I got them. I don't think

they came from Santa.

People will always tell you
there is a Santa Claus. As long as

parents have an excuse to keep
their children quiet for

three weeks ("he's

gonna put you on the

naughty list, Jimmy!"),

as long as Tyco can sell

cute little stuffed

muppets making
cute little stuffed

muppet noises, the

name of Santa Claus

will be invoked.

The same people who tell

you there is a
y-—<^-'"^Santa Claus

/-^-<~V^told you that

/^~V-v=-*N-:;girls give you
^—v_^—^cooties; that if

you swallow
watermelon seeds, a watermelon
tree will grow in your stomach; if

you keep doing that, you'll go
blind.

Your question is timeless. It

will be debated for thousands of

years. But while Santa apolo-

gistes like Corey Keegan contin-

ue to confuse Revenue Canada's

audit list with a "naughty or

nice" rap sheet, there will always

be those among us who know
the truth.

Amanda, I invite you, and all

of your friends, to join me on
Christmas Eve. I'm going to stay

up really late, with a lawn chair,

a Cuban cigar, a keg of egg nog,

and my eyes on the sky, celebrat-

ing he who truly makes
Christmas what it is, he who
really brings us joy during the

festive holiday season.

And on December 26,

slumped back in his La-Z-Boy,

with his team of steroid-

enhanced iguanas safely in their

cages, the Easter Bunny will

revel in his good deeds.

Even if someone else is get-

ting all the credit.

I Etcetera I

December 11 - 17 1997
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What's the

wehdest place

you've ever heard

of someone
havhigsex?

In the mens' bathroom, by

the beaches in Toronto.

Nadine Morgan
Nursing

On the steps ofa church.

Rick WELSH

Accounting

At high school actually.

Venasa Parsakd

Nursing

In the washroom on top of

the counter in someone
else's house.

SaraKatwaroo
Business Administration

In a tree. I don't know how.

Carl Thompson
RecentAccounhng

Graduate

At Canada's Wonderland.

They said it was somewhere
where anyone could see

them.

AdamAmato
ARCHITECrURE

Sex shop invites you to

'Come As You Are'
Sex is a serious business for Cory

Silverberg, an operator at downtown
Toronto's newest sex store.

Silverberg and two partners (both
women) opened Come As You Are,

Canada's only co-operatively-run store

dealing exclusively with sex, in the

Queen Street West district lastJune.

It was Silverberg's "dream" to open
his own store after working at

Lovecraft for 10 years. The 27-year-

old combined his own ideas and
experience to bring something differ-

ent to the marketplace.

"I wanted something that would be

bolder, more direct," he said. "Other

stores will have other things on rela-

tionships and personal growth in

other ways. You won't find any of that

here. It's just sex stuff."

He liked the idea of specialization

because "people could get more
detailed service. Most sex stores are

retail stores first and it just so hap-

pens that they sell products related to

sexuality."

As members of a co-operadve, the

workers are the owners too.

Because the staff has a vested interest,

they can give this job their full attention

and offer the best quality service.

"We only sell things that we've tried, so

we definitely know more about our prod-

ucts," he said.

Silverberg received his undergraduate

degree from York University and then did

his Masters in clinical psychology at the

University of Toronto. Because his father

was a sex therapist, he says he was "born

into" the business.

But he doesn't like to think of it as a busi-

ness. He likes the term co-operadve because

it's more democradc. Anyone who works in

the store is either an owner or about to

become an owner.

"We like to think of selling sex toys as a

good thing, and not just a way of making

money," he adds. Workshops, readings, dis-

cussions and performances are, according to

the store pamphlet, a few of the things

offered by the proprietors to the community.

Photos BvJennifer Oxlev

Young people,

between the ages of

18 and 24, and sex

professionals (from

prostitutes to sex-

educators) all receive a

per cent discount.

Gift ceruficates are also available.

The store doesn't have the look of a typi-

cal sex shop either. It's clean, spacious,

bright and inviUng. Toys and leather on the

left, books and oils on the right.

As its name suggests. Come As You Are is

meant to be a comfortable approach to

something that naturally makes people feel

embarrassed.

"It would be great if people did treat sex

products like any other products," says

Silverberg, "but our success depends on
recognizing that they're not, and that

people are going to be uncomfortable."

To combat this, the staff talks openly

with customers about sex and answers

their quesuons directly. Silverberg wants

to reassure his clients that "It's okay to

be here, and it's also okay to be nervous"

at the same dme.

He added that it's one of the few stores

-even among sex shops - that someone

can walk into and tell a salesperson that

they're in the market for a vibrator and

not be afraid.

Silverberg's store is also a challenge

to the shadier sex shops that take

advantage of their customers. Other

stores hide products inside packag-

ing, no returns are allowed and cus-

tomers are treated poorly.

Owners know they can get away with

such poor service because people are

too embarrassed to complain about

"sex" merchandise.

Everything is out in the open at Come
As You Are.

People can look and touch the col-

orful array of toys or read through

the large selecdon of scholarly books.

Even after a decade of working in the

same field, Silverberg suU loves every-

thing about hisJob, but said it's not as

easy for him as people might think.

"Yes, I work in a sex store, but it

doesn't mean I have any fewer sexu^

hang-ups," he said. "It Just means this is

what I like doing for a living.—-v?
-

Andy M. Georciades

XXX videos keep them coining
Fans of pornography used to be forced into going out to theatres

to watch it.

But now, in the age of videotape rentals, they can watch adult

movies in the comfort of their own homes. According to many peo-

ple, this isn't necessarily a bad thing.

Large video chains, such as Blockbuster andJumbo Video, do not

stock adult movies due to their family viewing pol

Blockbuster does not carry many director's cut versi

stream movies because of quesdonable material.

Blockbuster is carrying a version of the movie Crash

scenes, different from the theatrical release. As a resi

had complaints from customers who did not know their]

been altered.

It is policies like these that help to keep independeni

stores in business. Dan*, a clerk at a small Etobicoke

credits rental of adult movies with keeping the store goi

"Stores like this cannot compete with big chains in

They'll have 30 copies of a new movie and the most we'll

about 10. So we make up for lost business by renting,

adult movies," he said.

And they do rent and sell a lot of them. On a busy da:

half the videos rented by closing time were adult uUes

day, a customer came in to purchase 1 1 of the tapes.

"1 don't know why anyone would need to buy or

don't understand how people get turned on by them," Dan said.

However, he doesn't mind renung the movies out to people

don't get embarrassed, and I don't think there is anything morally

wrong with the people who rent them. Although, I think it's kind of

funny that the majority of men who come in are wearing wedding

nngs.

Jim Bronwen, a married man who frequendy rents adult movies

from the store, enjoys the fact that he doesn't have to go out to

watch these movies.

"If you've ever been to an adult movie theatre you'd know that

they are pretty unclean. I wouldn't go to one of those places if you

ronwen said.

e convenience of watching the movies in his home and

ble to rent them reduces the amount of possible embar-

lociated with the acdvity.

ust imagine if I were coming out of a theatre, I'd run

e I knew and I just wouldn't want to be in that situa-

en said.

of you wondering, Bronwen told me his wife of 17 years

that he watches adult movies, and somedmes, she even

him.

doesn't mind. She'd rather me watching movies than

out to watch strippers. I guess, to her, the movies hold

more anovmity than actual strippers and I tend to agree with that,"

said.'

S}|[0;you agree with it or not, the truth about renung pornog-

h)()mdut it reduces the amount of shame and embarrassment it

ose for the customer. There is sdll a bad reputadon associat-

mography and those who watch it. If you don't believe

that, just askJim Bronwen what his real name is.

I

Louise Brovw

* names have been changed to protect the sources
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A spiritual and sensual journey
Sitting on mats and sleeping bags in a circle, with

earthy incense air dancing above ii$, we breathe togeth-

er, deep in meditation.

But it's meditation with a twist — or more accurately,

a squeeze. Lucy Becker, our instructor, leads the group

with a calm and gentle voice. With each intake of breath,

she encourages the women to squeeze and hold their

vaginal muscles, while the men are told to do the same
with their pubococcygenal (PC — the muscles behind a

person's genitals) muscles. Then, we relax the muscles

with the exhale, and are told to feel the streaming of

energy throughout our bodies.

Lucy assures us that it's okay to feel turned on. Work
with the sexu2d feeling, she tells us. Give it expression,

instead of suppressing it like we're used to doing among
strangers. Here, we're encouraged to abandon the

boundaries around sexuality that we've built with help

from our upbringing and social customs.

Welcome to Tantra 101, a workshop in Toronto head-

ed by Becker. Tantra is a form of yoga utilizing sexual

energy, or kundalini energy— which practitioners claim

is the source of personal power.

Becker, in her 40s, has been teaching workshops in

Toronto for four years. She is playful, relaxed, and
exudes an aura of health and vitality.

Her workshops are open to singles and couples, and
she takes care to ensure that everybody's comfort levels,

especially newcomers', are honored. We are encouraged

to rotate partners in order to establish as close a group

dynamic as possible.

"Now, while respecting each other's boundaries, come
closer together. We're going to do full body hugs now.

And only if you feel comfortable, press against one

another more deeply, " says Lucy.

I can feel my partner's, and my own, initial shyness

dissolve during our embrace. There is a feeling of trust,

of a deepening ^^^fyg^gKj&d cacli other's energies; an

exchange of heaydMSHv^ieiaial, spiiiuial, and nurturing

all at once.

m
This MnUiona Koimera first Tantra class. Slie is a 31-

year-olwoga instructor who has her own studio, the

Voga Cip, in MontreaL

"Tantra has given me veriiication about feelings and

things I have but couldn't explain," said Kom^. "It's

givet| me validation for my sensitivity as a woms^. It's

givei|me tools for my own self-discovery to go even clcef>-

er."

* * * •

We start with the simple, but diflicult, exercise of eye-

gazing to melt away feelings of separation among the

group. A crucial aspect of Tantra, of any spiritual work,

is to promote unity, to rid ourselves of ego and fear.

always been oversensitive, [and] took things too

seriliMly or personally. Tantra is a way to deepen
resplict for myself and to really work with these sensitive

issuei,"

AlQiougfa Tantra is open to everybody, most people

who come to Tantra have already done some type of

spiritual work.

"One of the biggest traits I see in peofie who stick

with Tantta is that they're seekers^" says Becker. "They're

looking for something that stirs their heart. And again, I

would call it looking for a spiritual union wifli either the

divine or wilba partner."

A common^perception of Tantra is that, underneath

its spiritual claims, it b basically all aMPut sex. Actual sex

is never a part of Tantra classes (couples are encouraged

to try exercises they learned at home). Becker insists

that although sex is a crucial aspect of Tantra, it is sim-

ply a means to a higher end.

"Sex is a doorway into the divine," she says.

And the majority of people who come to classes share

this view.

"Most people are quite sincere. And 1 remember
when 1 first started [the classes], I was very worried about

that. 1 was worried about what kind of energy I would be

drawing to me. And I was totally surprised by the calibre

of people that were calling me. 1 have met [a lot of] very

good-hearted people," Becker said.

The glow on people's faces at the end of the two day

workshop is a sight to see. We just spent the last few days

pulling ourselves in vulnerable positions, becoming inti-

mate with people we knew nothing about when we

stepped through the door. That type of openness and

trust is something we're not used to. And as we shared

our thoughts and feelings at the end, each person felt

somehow more connected — not just to others, but with

themselves.

"What we've done in our culture is to separate sexuali-

ty from love," says Lucy. "If sex is bad, then we can't pos-

sibly connect it with love .... So then we wonder why

sexuality is loveless in our culture. In Tantra, we want to

develop sexual energy. We want to connect it with the

heart. It rises up and gives power to the heart. And
that's where the feeling of the oneness starts — in tiie

heart."

Phillip Hahn

The female orgasm; fact

or fiction? For some
women, reaching

orgasm can be a stressful and
difEcult thing. So they take the

easy way out, and fake it.

Most men are completely
unaware of whether or not
they've "done the job". In

order to spare their feelings

and egos, women would rather

fake orgasm than let their part-

ner know that they didn't quite

make it. What most women
don't realize is that some men
would prefer it if their partners

let them know that they hadn't

had an orgasm.

"It would actually be a bigger

blow to the ego to know that

they faked it on my account,"

said Joe*, a 25-year-old banker.

He would rather be told. "It

wouldn't hurt my feelings too

much, because that would give

me something to aspire to."

Jack*, a 25-year-old student,

said that "faking it" isjust lying.

"If it's any kind of relationship,

truth should be the most
important thing," he said. "It

causes problems, even more so

for the woman. She's got the

complex of having to go
through faking, even if she's

good at it. She shouldn't have

the added burden of acting,

because that might even lessen

her enjoyment."

So then why do women fake it.'

Brenda* is a 24-year-old recent

graduate, and she said there

are two reasons why she fakes

orgasm.

"Number one, to get it over with. Number two, lo

stroke his ego. Even though you shouldn't start off a

relationship like that, it's almost easier," she said.

In order to put a stop to the faking, it's important to

look at many factors. First of all, women are just as capa-

ble as men to reach orgasm. Anatomically, males and

females are structured nearly identically to react to sexu-

al response and orgasm. It doesn't take a female any

longer to reach org;asm than a male. But what excites

them is different.

In both sexes, tips of the sexual organs are the main
focus concerning sexual response. But

that's where the similarities end.

Males can be aroused by looking

at the female while having sex, by

engaging in erotic conversation,

or even by remembering a previ-

ous sexual experience. Two-
thirds of women find no arousal

in these things, according to a

study conducted by Indiana

State University.

Also, if things such as

change of position or conversa-

tion interrupt sexual activity, a

woman's frame of mind might

be altered and her arousal level

could be right back to zero.

"With women, I think it deals

with something more intimate,

more romance," said Brenda.

"With men, it's more the physical act

[of having an orgasm]."

According to the Indiana State study,

masturbation is the main source of orgasms

for single women between the ages of 21 and 25. Forty-

six per cent of orgasms are attained that way, while sex

accounts only for 26 per cent. Eighteen per cent of

orgasms were achieved through "pelting" and the

remaining 10 per cent occurred in homosexual relation-

ships. Frequency of early orgasms may have bearing on

capability later on in life.

According to the Kinsey Institute for Sex Research, 36

per cent of women marry without ever having reached

It

does

not take

a female

any longer

to reach

orgasm

than a

male

orgasm from sex. Of these women, 44 per cent don't

reach orgasm within their first year of marriage.

But about 46 per cent of women who have had an

orgasm prior to their marriage achieved orgasm in near

ly all of their sexual encounters during their first year of

marriage.

Brenda said that she's had orgasms 80 per cent of the

time she's had sex.

"If the guy is more touching, more sincere and just

knows how to please me, I will orgasm more," she said.

Joe feels that men need to be more aware of the prob-

lem.

"If guys were more attentive to pleasing their partners

rather than just themselves," he explained, "then iliis

whole faking nonsense wouldn't happen."

Communication should be the first step in putting a

stop to the faking, and finding honest results.

Brenda said, "If they have to fake it, it means tiiai

they can't commimicale to their lover what it is

that they vrant."

Phil, a computer analyst, said that it's a common
problem, but the solution is simple.

"Let's face facts. It doesn't happen 100 per cent

of the time. So to say 'I didn't have an orgasm'

shouldn't be a real problem," he said. "Women
have the problem. Not that they have to fake it.

but that they think they actually have to fake it."

It's important for men and women to put the fear

of hurt feelings aside. The whole point of .sex is

pleasure, and remember that there are two people

involved. Women need to be able to tell their part-

ners what they need, the same as men do.

And talking about it could lead lo great results foi

everyone.

"Through the channels of coniinimication, you can

do whatever you can to bring about the real orgasm,

"

said Jack.

And there is no problem with that.

Cindy Steinman

names have been changed to protect the sources
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Releasing the Buy alternative this season

• ^ ri 1 ^ Non-profit organizations support Third World artistspam of the past
CASAT programs support abuse victims

By Cindy Combos
Lifeslyle$ Reporter

Did you know that one in four

women will be sexually or physi-

cally assaulted by their 18th birth-

day? Or that one in 7.5 males will

have the same experience?

"Ifs a wonder why people are

so quiet about this sad experi-

ence/' said Arthur Lockhart, co-

to-ordinator of the Advance
Justice Studies program at

Humber College, of these stagger-

ing statistics.

Victims of sexual abuse are

often at a loss for words and feel

like they can't talk to anybody, so

they hold the pain inside.

•»^ Victims can go down two
roads, Lockhart said. One is

inflicting pain on themselves.

They have poor self-esteem and
may abuse drugs and alcohol. The
other is directed outwardly to oth-

ers. They may become very hard,

aggressive and assaulting if there

is no one there to help them.

That's why Lockhart says par-

ents, family and the community
should be creating a safe and
healthy environment for victims

of sexual and physical abuse.

Parents should be people kids can

talk to openly.

"There should be a social trans-

formation on the forefront of all

our thinking in a healthy way. The
community's view should be

changed to be open and passion-

.^1 ate," Lockhart said.

He added that sex is really not

an open topic for parents but it

should be.

"If people can't talk about

healthy sex, can you imagine talk-

ing about something as terrible as

sexual abuse?" Locldiart asked.

Michelle Grossman, program
-^ manager for the Crisis Support

Group program for Metropolitan

Toronto Special Committee on
Child Abuse, said victims of sex-

ual abuse should talk to someone
they trust and get treatment

Treatments in this situation

include group and individual

therapy.

The Crisis Support Group's

treatment includes an eight week
group treatment, with immediate

access for children and families

with recent disclosures.

She i^id the group is open to

all Metro residents, but there are

quadrants throughout the city

where victims can receive help.

In order for a child to be in a

program, the police and the

Children's Aid must verify that

wi the child has been abused.

"It can't be questionable if it

happened or not," Grossman said.

The four inter-agency pro-

grams throughout Toronto are at

the Central Agency of Sexual

Abuse Treatment Program in

Central Toronto, in Etobicoke

there is EASAT, in Scarborough,

SCASAT, and in North York,

TALK. All are special treatment

programs for children.

Many people wonder why
some people who are abused
don't tell anybody for years. It

takes time for victims of sexual or

physical abuse to gather strength

and move forward.

"Realize that if someone is 25,

27, or 30 and discloses that, when
they were 12 or 13, they were
abused, there shouldn't be a lack

of understanding of the trauma
that the person went through and
still goes through," Lockhart said.

"If people can't

talk about healthy
sex, can you imag-
ine talking about
something as terri-

ble as sexual g
abuse?"

-Arthur Lockhart

Friends who are worried that

someone they know is being

abused can look for these signs:

withdrawal, or someone who
shows up for work or school

events, then stops showing up.

Physical signs include bruises and
cuts, and the victim could be very

quiet.

Lockhart said you should be

sure you aren't misinterpreting

those signs for something that is

not abuse. But if it is, you should

just be there for your friend.

"By law, if the person is under

18, you are obliged to tell the

police. If they are over 18, you
don't. They might not want police

intervention, they may just want
to talk and receive guidance,"

Lockhart said.

Lockhart also works at the

Gatehouse, a community house
for children, youth and adults

who are physically and sexually

assaulted. It's run by a group of

volunteers and paid staff.

Gatehouse is located at Humber's
Lakeshore Campus. If any staff or

students are interested in volun-

teering at Gatehouse, call

Lockhart at 416-675-6622, ext.

3354.
X
Jx'

By Andrea Friedu
Lifestyles Reporter

Christmas isn't the only time for the spirit of shar-

ing and caring in our hearts.

Non-profit organizations, like Ten Thousand
Villages and Bridgehead Trading, open the door for

unique items from all around the world, while help-

ing the less fortunate in Canada and other countries.

These organizations buy crafts and other products

in Third World countries, at a fair price, directly from
the artist, then sell them in stores here.

"There is a huge variety of decorative and practi-

cal items, jewelry and kids' stuff," said Emily
Burgetz, an organizer of the annual Mennonite
Christmas fair held at the Harbourfront Centre.

Items for sale include wood and brass items from

India, a variety of Nativity sets from different coun-

tries, papyrus from Egypt, animal carvings and
musical instruments from Africa, baskets from the

Philippines and, for the first time ever in Canada,

handmade carpets from Pakistan (made without

child labor). Prices range from under $1 to around

$150.

"The artists are often families or women looking

Phctto bv Andkea Fmedu

A shopper is happy to support the work of alter-

native stores.

for new opportunities in an otherwise demanding
system," Burgetz said. "The prices we sell the crafts

at reflect a fair price for the goods based on the mar-

ket for the country, plus shipping and some admin-
istrative costs."

Catherine MacDonald, of the Ten Thousand
Villages office in New Hamburg, said they have been

purchasing crafts from different countries for more
than 40 years.

Ten Thousand Villages is a non-profit Mermonite

organization based in North America. Countries

from which crafts are imported include Egypt, India,

Bangladesh, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Peru, Guatemala and

many others.

There are 52 Ten Thousand Villages stores across

Canada (the closest one to Toronto is in Waterloo)

and 72 stores in the United States.

Bridgehead Trading is a small chain of stores that

has been selling goods from Third World countries-

Photo By Andkea Fmeou

A sample of the decorative items available at

these stores. Wouldn't one look great on your
tree?

for the past four years. It is the trading wing of

Oxfam.
The three stores in Canada are located in

Vancouver, Ottawa, and at Bloor and Yonge,in
downtown Toronto.

Bridgehead offers a variety of items ranging from
h£(nd-made finger puppets from Peru (set of five for

$18.50) and organic coffee from Latin America (1/2

lb. for $7.50 to $8.50) to candle holders from India

($12).

Shoppers enjoy stores like these around the holi-

day season because it gives them the sense of helping

out. Shopper Gail Tedford said, "The fact that they

have things from different countries and that they try

to help the people in those countries," attracts her to

Bridgehead Trading.

Josina Sibbilies, a store clerk, said Christmas is

definitely the busiest time of year for them.

So if you don't know what you're getting those

hard-to-buy-for people on your list this year, check

out some of these alternative organizations. They
provide a great opportunity to find the right gift for

that special person as well as helping out those in

need.
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Stripping down to the bare facts
BY Nesreen Sarras
Lifestyles Reporter

Lap dancing and fast money is what
more single mothers now depend on to

pay their bills.

But is their dignity being stripped

away with their clothes?

"No," says Irving Cooper, owner and
operator of The Brass Rail, a strip club at

Yonge and Bloor.

"Nude dancing is definitely more
socially accepted now than it was in the

past," he said. "My place is family-run,

classy, and clean. We treat our girls with

respect, they're their own bosses, and
there's nothing shameful about that."

Cooper, who prefers the term "exotic

dancing' to 'stripping', has run the estab-

lishment for the past 40 years. He brags

about the club's Las Vegas image and his

clean<ut, white collar clientele.

"My place isn't like those other 'bad

apple' strip clubs that give us a bad
name," he said.

Hazel, 29, is a single mother of two
and depends on the money she earns

from dancing to support her children.

"I lost my job working at a prestigious

company about a year ago," she said. "I

used to make $18 an hour with full bene-

fits. After I got laid off, I knew I needed

to find a job that would support my
lifestyle and my kids. Minimum wage
just wouldn't cut it."

Hazel, who dances at a bad apple'

strip club in Richmond Hill, says that sit-

uations there are not as glamorous as

they are portrayed in movies like

Showgirls and Strip Tease.

"The club that I dance at consists of,

I'd say, 50 per cent prostitutes - half of

which are pimped; gays, bisexuals, drug
addicts, and very few nice dancers," she

said.

Hazel considers herself to be one of

the 'nice dancers' there. "When 1 talk to

people, they give me credit for being
clean, honest, and not on welfare," she

said, ""rm just dancing to pay my bills

and keep food on the table for my kids."

Linda, 23, is in a similar situation. "I

was thrown out of my house when I was
18," she said. "My dad found out that my

boyfriend, who he hated, got me preg-

nant. I moved into a scuzzy apartment

with him and his buddies. He basically

supported me until 1 gave birth to my
daughter, and then he took off. He left

me with no money, no home - nothing. I

guess 1 felt that dancing was the only

way for me to go. I had no high school

diploma and I needed money fast."

Linda, who has been stripping for

nearly four years, said she loves her job.

The money she makes, she said, gives

her more than enough money to support

her child.

"The key is to keep your personal life

separate from your job," she said. "1 dont
look at what I do as dirty. It"s work.""

Hazel agrees. "Many wouldn't call

what I do a real job, but it"s hard. It's

tough trying to convince men that they

want you over at least 100 other girls.

Some girls are mad if they don"t make
$1,000 on a six hour shift,"" she said.

"I'm happy to make about $200 a

night. That way my gas and baby sitting

are paid for, and I make a great profit.

"

i-HOTo BY Jennifer Oxley

A Yonge Street stripping institution, the Brass Rail.

Not just for Bruce Lee
Ancient Karate taught in modern style

BY Alicja Parlak
Ufistyles Reporter

The philosophy behind karate

and other martial arts has
changed in many clubs to a less

brutal, softer style.

Instructor Steve Ouslis, of

Northern Karate, said, "We've
changed our insight in how to

teach people, and also the philos-

ophy of martial arts. Way back in

the '60s and '70s, the philosophy
was kill or be killed.

There isn't that macho
image anymore - it's

really changed."

Ouslis said the idea

behind training is to

learn reaction, build

confidence and self-

esteem, as well as focus

and concentration.

"The vehicle we're
using is physical to get

to the mental. What
we're trying to do is

bring in the positive of

the philosophy to

today's society. Back
then, when they did
martial arts, they did it

to protect their life.

Today you don't need
that. We have a 24-

hour police vigil, we
have 911. We have
streetlights. It's just a

different culture, a different atti-

tude, the sparring is not as brutal

and there's no reason for it to be,"

Ouslis said.

Mugen Do Karate Instructor

Steve Bradbury said, "I think a lot

of the time now, the clubs are

bending more to business people

and women so you find only a

select few clubs, that are really

hard-core tournament people,
where they like to really hit hard."

Ouslis said, "We're trying to

get away from the brutality of

martial arts and try to bring the

masses in. Everyone can enjoy

this and then tomorrow wake up

with a smile on their face and not

look different than they did.

Karate is universal."

Karate student Maria Quarry
said, "It's a way to keep in shape,

keep healthy and also learn self-

defence."

The change has brought in

more people, especially women,
in the last few years.

Ouslis said 10 years ago, only

one out of 10 students in his club

Karate accessories used in learning self-defence.

was a woman. Now, that number
has climbed to six out of 10. He
said this might be because
women now have more role mod-
els in the martial arts.

"Before there weren't. It was
the 6'4" hairy macho guy with
huge knuckles that could put you
through the wall. And not every-

one can be like that guy," Ouslis

said. "It's the smaller, weaker per-

son that needs karate to help
them. That's what karate is to me;
it's the equalizer."

Some, however, think this soft-

er form of karate gives people a

false sense of security.

Bradbury said he liked the old

style of training. ""If you practice

too soft, woniL n get a false confi-

dence of what the street is like.

They have to have a little bit of

contact to know that if it happens
in the dojo (training hall), they"re

prepared for anything that hap-

pens outside in the street," he
said.

Laura Bolton, who trains at

Mugen Do, said karate is empow-
ering and women train

to feel that, if some-
thing happens, at least

they can put up a good
fight. She said she
joined, "'for the exercise

and to learn to defend

myself."

Ouslis warns against

a false sense of security.

"I tell all the females, I

tell everyone, even the

adults, the males,

karate will not guaran-

tee you self-defence.

Martial arts will not

guarantee you safety,"

he said.

Ouslis said if some-
one wants to hurt you
they can. "I don't care

what degree black belt

you have, the whole
idea is how much fight

you have in you and
how not to become a victim.

When you do martial arts, you
have the confidence not to carry

yourself as a victim, even then it

doesn't guarantee you anything.

It's not magical.

"

Bradbury said joining a regular

martial arts course is more effec-

tive than taking a 10-week self-

defence class.

"When you stop training in the

self-defence, you lose what
you've learned," he said. "Martial

arts and self-defence take years of

work and practice. It's more of an

instinct than it is learning a few

moves through self-defence."

Dc/i4t/iU 2c More
We're More Than Just Desserts!!

936 Dixon Road
Etobicoke
(beside the Brist»l Place Hotel]

(41 6) 674-6992
We'/ve 0^ Lb!

Ideal before

or after party &
dance meeting

place!
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dust bring in this ad and a friend and when you buy one lunch entrfee

and two beverages you will get the second lunch of equal or lesser

value free. Offer is valid Monday to Friday from 1 1am to 3pm for eat

in only and is not valid wfch any offer. Offa* expires Jan. 31 , 1998.

^vytviU & More

Wm mm sH
Buy One 9ice Of Cake & Get The Second Free!

Just bring in this ad. Eat in only. 2nd slice must tje of equal or lesser

value. Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires Jan. 31 . 1998.

De44ei^ Z. More

Cappuccino, Caf6 Au Lait or Coffee
Witn me purchase of any cake slice. Rease present this coupon

l^^tafe ordering. V^lid only at 936. Dixon Road locatiorf

^^ Offerexpres vlan. 31. 1998.

\)t/i/vtAi^ Z. More
Christmas Is Coming!

Order a whole cake for your Christmas Party

Happy Holidays!

See you in the

new year.
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Visit an antique auction Swap your vacation

It's a great alternative to mainstream shopping 1OF Si 1 D

A student work and travel program

By Amy Tyson
Lifestyles Reporter

"Bidder, bidder, bidder - $10! Do I hear $15?

Bidder, bidder, bidder!"

Auction houses are a great place to pick up good
quality antiques at bargain prices.

Students are usually forced to live on a tight bud-
get. Just because you don't have a lot of cash to

throw around while furnishing your apartment, it

doesn't mean you have to resort to using all of those

leftovers from your parents' first home.
Antiques are usually defined as items that are pre-

1940. Some items to look for are: wooden tables, old

milk bottles. Coke memorabilia, paintings and sofas.

For as little as $10, you can purchase a kitchen

table, complete with matching chairs. Or, for $5, you
can have that art deco-style coffee table you saw in a

magazine.

There is usually a pre-auction viewing, which
means that an hour or two before the show, you can

wander around and look at all of the ifems up for

bid. It's a good idea to bring a pen and paper so you
can write down the lot numbers of each item you
like.

To get these items, you may have to stand around
for two or three hours, but it's worth it.

There are some places in downtown Toronto that

hold antique auctions, but they tend to be pricey.

Some of the best auctions to find antiques are in

rual Ontario. Most auction halls have sales every

week, or every other week. Community newspapers
have listings of auctions that will be taking place and
will list items up for bid.

A lot of auctions consist of estate sales. This

means that one, sometimes two, or up to 10 complete

households are auctioned at the same time. Estate

sales are great places to find antiques. Be fore-

warned though; if there are antiques at an estate sale,

dealers will be there too.

It doesn't cost anything to get into an auction sale.

However, if you want to bid on something, you have
to register at the cashier's office. Once there, you will

have to provide the clerk with your name, address

and phone number.

Depending on the auction hall, you may have to

provide some form of identification. This is just reas-

surance that you won't bid on something and not

pay for it.

Most auction halls accept cash, cheques, debit

Photo by Amy TVson
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A man holds up his bidding card. You have to

register at the cashier's office at the auction

house in order to get one.

A variety of items up for bid at an auction.

cards. Visa, and Master Card.

There are some basic rules you must follow when
attending an auction.

•Never leave your bidding card unattended

The number on this card is registered to you.

You are responsible for whatever items are put on
this number. It's a good idea to give it back to the

cashier at the end of the auction.

•Don't bid on something you don't intend to buy.

If you are the last bidder, the item is yours.

•Don't wave your hand around or nod your head.

Both of these actions indicate a bid.

•Once you use your number to bid on a particular

item, the auctioneer will come back to you to see if

you want to continue to bid. Simply nod or shake

your head. You have to show your number again

only if you're bidding on a new item.

•This next rule is very important: be sure you
are always aware of what you are bidding on, and
what the bid is at.

An auctioneer will often start something at

$100. From there, he may go to $150, or $200.

Instead of saying "Two hundred," he may just say

"Two". This does not mean $2!

Save yourself the embarrassment of having to

buy something for $200 when you thought you were
getting it for $2. Believe me, this happens a lot.

Auction halls aren't the only place to find some
great inexpensive antiques.

Try Goodwill or Value Village, or any other sec-

ond-hand stores in your neighborhood. You may
have to dig around, but you never know what trea-

sures you'll find.

"Big Garbage Day" is another way to find

antiques- for free! Big Garbage Day is a specific

day for people to set old furniture and larger items

out with their regular garbage. It is amazing to see

how many people drive around in trucks, picking

up discarded items.

Celebrities have even been known to do this on
occasion.

To find out when, or if, your community will be

having its Big Garbage Day, call your local munici-

pality office.

Some local Antique Auction Houses include:

• A-1 Auction Services - 905-278-9355

• Richards Auctioneers & Valuers Ltd. - 905-

848-4872.

By Andrea Friedu
Ufe$tytes Reporter

What are you going to do when you've finished college? How
about a trip to Australia, Japan orJFrance?

Well, guess what? You can get a job abroad and travel the

^prld,

ip, Maybe you'd like to teach English in Japan, be a nanny in

Australia," Germany or New Zealand, or simply work in an office in

London. It's entirely up to you.

Tim O'Brien, a Travel Cuts agent, says SWAP, tlie Student

Work Abroad Program, offers students a chance to find employment in

other countries.

"I had one client who went to France and he got a job as a sort

of naimy. He lived by a vineyard and his accommodation was in a room
of an old castle. It's a really great experience," O'Brien said.

The program is administered through the Canadian Federation

of Students, and is available to full-time students betweeii the ages 18

and 25 to 30 in most countries. In France, however, there is no maxi-

mum age limit. The program has been running for almost 25 years.

Please note, SWAP is not a job placement program.

For an application fee ranging from $250 to $475, SWAP will

set you up in one of the following countries of your choice: Germany,
Britain, Scotland, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, the USA,
Jamaica, France, Holland or South Africa,

Accommodation is taken care of for the first two nights, as well

as legal documentation required to work abroad, an orientation session,

hosting services, an acceptance package (which includes a visa applica-

tion), a SWAP ID card and other goodies.

Britain is the most popular destination, and the prospects of

getting a job there are about 90 percent.

However, there are a few things you should think of before

you pack up your things and go.

m In order to get accepted into the country of your choice, you
itiust provide a support fund {between $750 and $3500 CDN) to ensure

financial stability during the period of your stay. "This is just in case

you don't get a job, so you can cover rent and food, so you don't have

to go on the welfare system of that particular country," 0'f3rien said.

"Job prospects vary from country to country, depending on the

type of person you are, and how willing you are to take certain jobs,"

O'Brien said.

Just don't count on paying your tuition for next year, or taking any

money home at all. Usually you make enough to cover basic expenses

and have some money left over for a weekend excursion.

Jennifer Chidgey, a student from Thunder Bay, said her trip to

England was fantastic, but she didn't have a lot of money to show for it

in the end.

"\ made just enough to cover my expeases there. It's a good time, but

unless you know you're getting a good chunk of OSAP or your parents

can support you, be careful," Chidgey warns.

A proper work visa is required, as well as a valid Canadian

passport, an Iiitemational Student Identity Card (ISIC), and in most

cases, health insurance is a must.

If you plan on going south of the border, to the USA, you must
either have a job confirmation, an interview lined up, or a sponsor.

If interested, you can pop in to any Travel CU'TS/Voyages

Campus to pick up application, or you can get more information at

www.travelcuts.com or www.isic-canada.com.

Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus can be found on or near cam-

puses all across Canada.

A student visiting New York strolls through Central Park.
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Rent due at Royal Alex

BY DUSTIN DiNOFF
Entertainment Reporter

So why even bother to do a

review on Rent?

Everyone knows it is arguably

the biggest, most important musi-

cal of the 1990s. Everyone knows it

is a multiple Tony award winning

production. Everyone knows it is a

Pulitzer Prize winner in drama.
Everyone knows that the Toronto

production of Jonathan Larson's

musical faces some astoundingly

high expectations. And everyone

expects it to be great. Well, Rent is

more than just a great show. It is

an experience unto itself and
should absolutely not be missed.

Rent is everything you expect it

to be and so much more. It is for

everyone who is tired of explosions

and lavish sets that have to mask
weak scores and tired performers.

Re«f features a fresh, youthful cast

and some wonderful music. In

short, it is a terrific show.
The Toronto production of Rent

is directed by Michael Greif. Greif

directed the original Broadway
version and has teamed, once
again, with original choreographer Marlies

Yearby to bring Toronto's Rent to life. The
freshness and energy of the show, howev-
er, can only be attributed to the performers

and the remarkable story being told on
stage.

Rent develops around two friends:

Mark, a filmmaker, and Roger, a musician.

Their former roommate, Benny, has come
into some money and decided to buy the

From the original Broadway production of Rent, written by Jonathan Larson and directed by Michael Greif.

building in which the pair live. Benny
intends to tear down the building and dig

up the lot beside it, where a collection of

homeless people live, and build a state-of-

the-art cyber-arts studio. After a protest,

headed by Mark's ex-girlfriend Maureen
on Christmas Eve, there is a riot and Benny
locks his tenants out in the cold.

More than any set plot. Rent is about
relationships of every kind, and the reality

of living with the AIDS virus as a starving

artist in New York. It is a very sad, but

honest, production that reaches many gen-

erations of theatre lovers.

The late Jonathan Larson is the man
responsible for the book, score and lyrics of

Rent. His show began as a tiny unknown
off-Broadway production and evolved into

last year's most celebrated musical. Sadly,

Larson did not survive to receive the acco-

lades he deserves. He didn't even

survive to see the Broadway open-

ing. Larson died as result of an

aortic aneurysm, literally hours
before the show opened.

The Toronto cast of Rent is headed

by Chad Richardson (Mark) and
Luther Creek (Roger). Richardson,

a professional musician by trade, is

very good and likable as the narra-

tor. Also exceptional are Krysten

Cummings who plays Mimi, a

junkie stripper with a lot of heart,

and Jai Rodriguez who plays

Angel. Angel is a drag-queen who
is dying of AIDS, and Rodriguez
gives the role all he has and does a

tremendous job in this, his first

professional theatre role.

Luther Creek, however, gets his

very own paragraph. Creek joined

the Toronto cast after touring with

Rent throughout America. You
will not believe the voice on this

kid! The memory of him and his

voice in the show's final scene will

haunt you long after you leave the

theatre. His rendition of One Song

Glory sets the standard for the

entire show.

Creek doesn't carry the show alone

however. He is merely one of the many,
many elements that make Toronto's Rent

such a tremendous production. But don't

let some silly columnist or anyone else tell

you what you really should discover for

yourself. Go see Ren/. You will not be dis-

appointed.

Rent is playing at the Royal Alexandra

Theatre, now through May, 1998.
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Wh^'s
On ttecember 11 -'17

Same story, different brat

Thursday
Rheostatics with Vitamin, Horsesho«

Tavern. $10/$ 1 2.

Friday
Artificial Joy Club with Superhalo,

Blanche, Lee's Palace, Free with non-perish-

able food donation.

Home Alone 3 opens everywhere.

Saturday
Big Rude Jake, Frato-Chief, Horseshoe

Tavern, $8.

Sunday
J^Silver Apples with Windy & Carl, Opera

;^House, $12.50.

Monday
Duran Duran witf> Al's Not Well, The

Warehouse, $34.50.

Tuesday
Sebastian Bach with THD.Dry, The

Guvemment, $ 1 S.50.

Wednesday
Jane Siberry with Deanna Kirk. Trinity

Centre,$l8.

BY Corey Keegan
Entertainment Reporter

If Macaulay Culkin and his lawyers are

presently snorting cocaine off the breasts of

a fourteen-year-old prostitute in the slums

of Buenos Aires, I wonder if they have
even heard about Home Alone 3.

I wonder if Macaulay is thinking, 'how
can they be making another Home Alone

movie without me?' But they did make a

third Home Alone movie. And the fact

remains, no matter if it's exactly the same
plot as the first movie, the public never

tires of watching guys get kicked in the

crotch, especially when adorable little kids

are involved. To that end, director Raja

Gosnell, in his first feature film, spares no
steel-toed anything. In fact, among the 24

booby traps, half-dozen penis jokes, and
multitude of flaming or electrocuted butts,

the audience will be pleased to witness

some of the most well staged cannings
since Ooops ... It's My Dad! appeared on
America's Funniest Home Videos. Yes indeed,

when one terrorist whacks another in the

balls with a field hockey stick, you know
the laughs are going to be uproarious.

The difference between the original

Home Alone movie and the third are mini-

mal. Of course Culkin is out,

and cutie-pie Alex D. Linz is

in. Added to the mix is a

top-secret computer chip, an
alcoholic octogenarian, a

handful of terrorists working
for those pesky North
Koreans, and some technolo-

gy heavy, with McGyver-
esque, antif>ersonnel devices.

The laugh-a-minute pac-

ing of the film could well

entertain a six-to-12 year old

you know while you shop
for Christmas gifts. But
before you buy popcorn, you
might take a minute to

explain the real conse-
quences of dropping a run-

ning lawn mower on some-
one's head, or pushing some-
one out of a third floor win-

dow into a frozen swimming
pool.

The only hopeful outcome
of this film is that all those

testicle bashings render the

producers incapable of con-

ceiving a Home Alone 4.

COUWTtsy PHOTO

Alex D. Linz plays Alex Pruitt in Fox's Home Alone 3.
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valid fori any night Thurs.. Fri.. Sat "
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at anu 1 of these clubs

The IMKachrii M«wr«
you get the MOST

fbrtha VBIY
l£ASn

St.. Toranto (Between Peter & John)

FOR PARTY RESERVATIONS CALL: 416-977-881

In Da House Thurz»Daze
live on Emrg/ 108 vtorii l&had Gwrdl & DJ^ Peter & '^rora

Ulvnate uravWHty&oofcgs pub rate in l)ranlD>

lADESFRSAliNCHriONGI "

Insomnia Fry*Daze
lADIES FREEM 12i "Main Room' - House-

"Garage Room" - Altemcdive/New Rodc/I

Sinful Sat»R*Daze
Best in R&B, House & dance. Offiddd PLMTGROUND to

odebrate your birth(kiyi Giveaways al nightl LADES FRE B4 121

• n-lt eo liat> •
163 Carlingview Drive South on Dixon Rd., Btoliicoke

FOR PARTY RESERVATIONS CALL: 416-675-6390

Off Da Hook Thursdays
From WBLK Buffalo DJ HuUier is in the Housel Join

him and featured DJ's for the best in R&B and House
|

music. Specials all n^jit Ladies FREE B4 11:30!

Temptation Fridays
The Hottest Dance Party on the West Side

with M.C. Jay T. and DJ. Manzone.

Ladies FREE B-4 12!

Club 2Gether Saturdays

Join ihe "ke Man" and DJ Frank Phenomenon
(or the onl/ ALL AGES.SATURDAYS

on the west side!

Northwest comer of Dixie & Eglinton,

Mississauga1325 Eglinton Ave.

FOR PARTY reservations CALL: 905-625-1078

Recession Thursdays :^ ^

11 The only Unh^rsity & College Pub Nile

on the West Side with DJ. Tony D spinning the

best in dance. Ladies FREE All Night!

Ice Cold Fridays

^ Q 107 ROCK A^usicalni£|hr-

with Andy Frost& DJ. Masama
Ladies FRSMiaaO!

X-Rated Saturdays
ihe BEST in Club Anthems & Dance music with

M.C. Joy T. & DJ. Manzone. Cum & C how
NOTT we getlladies FREE B4 10;30l

Barstools profit from

Big Game
BY Trevor Hickey
Entertainment Reporter

Unlike Norm Peterson or Cliff

Claven, the last two years for

these Barstool Prophets have been

a wild, woolly, beer soaked,
blood-splattered adventure.

The Barstool Prophets are

enjoying the recent release of

their new wild and imaginative

creation. The Last of the Big Game
Hunters. This short and sweet

album is full of solid rock blend-

ed riffs and melodies, with lyrics

that continue to come from lead

singer/songwriter Graham
Greer's fertile imagination.

The rest of the Prophets
include bassist Glen Forrester,

guitarist Al Morier, and drummer
Bobby Tamas. Their producer,

also known as the fifth Barstool

Prophet, is Joe Hardy, who works
with the likes of ZZ Top, Tom
Cochrane, and Colin James.

Despite their success, fans still

want to know what the hell a

Barstool Prophet is. "It's almost a

Cliff Claven kind of thing. It's

someone who sits in a bar and
you happen to sit beside him and
sort of spend the next two hours

listening to his life story,"

Forrester said.

The band is without a doubt
one of the most imaginative
groups of musicians to ever pro-

duce an album. Their tales

include anything from
Commandos in the backyard to

revenge fantasies, or from mob
hits in Cornwall to UFOs. So
where does this crazy imagina-

tion come from? "We sort of ask

ourselves that question because

it's not us that writes the lyrics,

it's Graham that writes them,"

say Forrester and Tamas.

"He has a fertile imagination

and gets a lot of his ideas from
TV. 1 think anything that's weird,

wacky, or wild is just Graham
spouting off about what he sees

and most of it is a personal point

of view," added Forrester.

The Prophets appreciate the

importance of Greer's not-so-nor-

mal lyrics and say this has con-

tributed to their success up to this

point. "Anyone who does appre-

ciate what we do has a pretty

strong comment to make about
the lyrics that Graham writes, so

that is definitely a key factor for

us," Tamas said.

When these creative geniuses

were in high school, they started

a little band called the

Wallflowers. However, this was
the time when Jakob Dylan's
band of the same name made
their first appearance. "We basi-

cally played cover songs when we
were the Wallflowers. We put
out a couple of tapes but when
Dylan's Wallflowers came out, we
changed our name just to avoid

confusion, because we had a CD
coming out," said Tamers.

Despite this little identity cri-

sis, the band showed no ill-will

towards Bob Dylan's son, but
then who would? "There was
some confusion, but they weren't

that popular then so it wasn't a

big deal. There was also a band
in Vancouver called the

Wallflowers and one in Montreal,

so we thought it might be time to

change our name," said Forrester.

So, with a new name, the band
picked up and recorded an indie

CD called Deflowered.

Coincidence? "Now, that was a

direct thing towards the

Wallflowers," chuckled Tamas.

Greer then reportedly came
out with a saying that he uses tO'

explain himself to anyone who is

interested in his wacky thoughts,

"I will delve into my own feelings

now and then, but I will disguise

them as someone else's."

Forrester said, "I think that pretty

well explains kind of the way he

is. That's where he comes from.

It's probably where he gets some
weirder ideas. He doesn't say

what he's feeling all of the time

but he kind of says it through
other songs."

Could it be that some of

Greer's ideas are so crazy that he

doesn't want anyone to know
they're his? "That goes along

with the whole third person thing

in his songs. That's how he dis-

guises it. Sometimes when he
does draw from his own experi-

ences ... people close to him might

be offended. So there's a certain

amount of disguising that he has

to do," said Forrester.

The band is comfortable with

the fact that Greer likes to write

about some personal experiences,

even if he disguises them a little.

Upside Down, is one of the songs

on the new album and is about

what drugs will do to you if

you're not caVeful. This dates all

the way back to Greer's universi-

ty days. "Going through universi-

ty, Graham had a lot of friends

that went through getting the

worst end of the deal as far as

their experiences with drugs
went. There's a couple of guys in

particular that stand out and have
been in the past, and still are, the

focus of a lot of his writing. And
I think this is another one of those

songs that is about drugs and the

territory of the guy who got into

it but couldn't get out of it,"

Tamas said.

The Barstool Prophets believe

they are four guys who get along

well and have fun and look for-

ward to writing creative songs.

"We always rely on Al to get ah
idea for a rock riff, and we would
spice it up because Bobby and me
handle most of the editing. We
are always thinking about music.

It's always exciting to sit in a

room with the four of us with a

blank slate and say we're gonna
write a song," Forrester said.

New Year's options
BY MiCHAEt Stafford
Entertainment Reporter

The winter break is upon us

and you think finally the pres-

sure is finished. Now who's
being naive? With the winter

break comes a new year, and
with every new year comes a

new pressure— what to do?

Just because we here at the

Humber Et Cetera love each and
every one of you, we have gone
out and done the party research

for you (so remember to thank us

at fovur in the morning whejn you
are lying face down in a parking

lot, vomit encrusted on your new
dandng shoes).

Unfortunately, Humber
College's own beloved Caps will

be closed on New Year's Eve, so

everyone will have to firKl anoth-

er bar to ensure that this won't be

another in a series of failed

attempts at a good time. Here are

a few suggestions:

Bamboo:
Either the Bamboo doesn't

want you to go, or they have
some zany no-free-advertising

policy.

Qub Shanghai:

What's Happening— Orange
Alert with Blow Up Club, a

packed night with eleven bands
and four DJs.

Reason to Go— "Cuz this is

the best party In town.

"

Horseshoe:

What's Happening— Royal
Crowns record release party, and
Ron Hawkins & Rusty Nails

Reason to Go— "If you gotta

go out, you can go to a dance
dub and see a lot of pretentious-

ness, or you can come to the

Horseshoe iind just have a good
time. It's fun."

Lee's Palace:

What's Happening— The
Mahones rock the house Celtic

style

Reason to Go— "If yg
to see a Celtic rock band for a rea-

sonable price, then that's where
you've got to go. If you want to

pay $85 to go to some cheesy
dance club then don't go to

Lee's."

Opera House:

What's Happening— Tila

(the big sunken ship) themed
dance party, feahiring Montreal's

DJ Stephen Wallace. Tickets age.

$25 in advance.

Reason to Go— "It'jj

thing."

Rivoli:

What's Happening— Corky
and the Juice Pigs

Reason to Go— "Cuz'
Rivoli is the best place iri

Toronto."
'**

The 360:

What's Happening— Cat

Jam CD release party.

Reason to Go— Nonel
^ ^^»..V^«f^ .^^^».,,->n»-!N»iB»aKW»
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A Diamond that shines
BY Deborah Pattison
Entertainmenl Reporter

He's been there, he's done that,

and he's written the song about it.

He's new country's newest
star. A Canadian who's ready to

take on the world. He's Julian

Austin.

Austin, 34, a native of New
Brunswick, is rising up the charts

with hit songs like Little OV Kisses

and Diamond.

Austin started early, writing

songs when he was 13 and pick-

ing up a guitar at 15.

"1 knew when I played my first

chord that this was going to be
something I was going to do for

the rest of my life for as long as 1

could. It was something that just

happened, and I'm glad it did."

The songs he writes now are

about where he's been, and what
he's done. In trouble isince child-

hood, Austin said he was on a

self-destructive road when he
realized there was more to life

than the bars he was leaving
behind, and decided to lead his

life down a different road.

"I'd just had enough of it. I

was 27, I was going to die, I was
on my way out really quick ... I

said to myself 'You're pathetic,

get it together, get your life back

in order. Do something with
your life.'"

Something turned out to be
first, an independent CD, then
after signing with BMG, his latest

CD What My Heart Already Knows.

Austin opened for Michelle
Wright last summer on her
Canadian Chevy Thunder '97 Tour.

IIIDISC

"It was a lot of fun. We did 43

dates in 47 days. I got to meet a

lot of people, got to see a lot of

my own country thai I'd never
seen before. You're on the road,

in a different town every night,"

said Austin.

He's making his own rounds
now, covering every inch of

wherever he is. In the area last

week, Austin made several

appearances, including Toronto,

Mississauga, Scarborough and
Niagara Falls.

His success is being marked by
the number of ferns that follow his

performances, as well as winning
the "Rising Star" award at the

Canadian Country Music Awards
in September.

Austin said he wasn't really

expecting to win, "until everyone

kept drilling it in my head all

weekend long: 'You're gonna
take it. You're gonna take it.' 1

didn't know. Especially for

myself, only just getting into my
second song in the album at the

time, not really (expecting to

win). I wanted to win it."

His success, however, doesn't

seem to have sunk in yet.

"I don't see it. Nothing's
changed for me. I'm still doing
the same thing I've done all my
life. It's just I'm doing a lot more
of it. Nothing's hit me where I've

just said 'Wow, thiis is starting to

take off, this is happening.' I

think other people see it more
than myself.

"I have weird ways of measur-

ing success, I guess. I (appeared

on) Dini Petty, Pamela Wallin.

REVIEWS BY HICiiAasniFFORe

ENTERnUHMENTREraRIER

Master P — Ghetto D
It's the music on this album that stands out as most impressive.

Variety is the key throughout the 19 tracks. Some tracks have break

beats, some are slow and soulful. The bottom line is it is all funky.

Sam Salter— It's On Tonight
A sharply dressed man, a shiny black car, a woman in a silky

black dress, if one were to judge by the cover, one might assume this

is a soul record. And one would be right ... in a way. The thing is,

this is a '90s commercial soul album, which is to say it doesn't have
any. At least 1 need never again wonder what Mr. Salter will be
doing with his eveiungs.

Gravediggaz—The Pick, The Sickle and the
Shovel

Impressive rapping over simple beats and some interesting

music. Overall, a highly enjoyable album, although the lack of vari-

ety does make it tired by the end of the hour. Fans of Wu-Tang style

rapping should enjoy the aggressive vocal style. Play it loud!

Rappin' 4Tay— 4Tha HardWay
Rappin' 4Tay desperately wants you to know just how bad he is.

So do I. He's terrible. Unless this album is a 70 minute joke (and I'm

talking about a thorough satire) I would suggest that his 4Tay is

actually spewing cliches.

Spice I—TheBiackBossalini
... Speaking of cliches: tales of player-hating, everyone is a nigga

or a bitch, songs with titles like I'm High, a guest appearance by Ice

T. These are a few of the more boring things. He knows you "love

(his) dick cuz it's in your mouth". And to think that the money that

went into producing this album could have gone towards buying

this man a book.

The Alkoholiks — LIkwidation
A strong sense of humor. Both skits throughout the album and

the quirky lyrics carry this album. Fun party music intended for

loud volumes. Guest appearances include Keith Murray, LL Cool J,

and or Dirty Bastard.

It's the little things. It's not the

money. I said to my bass player

on the bus, 'Isn't it funny, in '91 I

was sitting in a jail cell and in '97

I'm sitting in the living room of

my own tour bus.'"

When asked what he thought

contributed to his success, Austin

said simply, "I'm the real deal.

I've been there, done that, worn
them boots. I'm not a cookie
cutout, that's for sure. It's what's

going to make me ... or break me,

either way."

Talking of going on tour soon,

Austin said it was time to take a

break from bar appearances.

"I've done (the bars). It's time

to do a little touring. This sum-
mer was great. TTie fans make it,

you look out and can't see where
they end, and that's when you
say 'Wow.'"

For now, Austin is happy with

the way things are going and has

one simple wish: "1 hope it's true

that there's a hell and a heaven,

and (Dad's) gone to heaven and
can see what I'm doing, what I've

made of myself."

His next release is a remake of

a classic known to everyone. Two
Out of Three Ain't Bad by
Meatloaf.

"I thought Keith (Porteous,

BMG Music) was crazy at first,"

Austin said of recording the song.

"If it goes bad, you're the one
going to be known as the one
who messed up a classic. We
took it in a totally different direc-

tion, I'm happy with the way it

ended up. I'm glad we did it."

So are the rest of us.

COURTESY I'HOTO

He's gonna see his name up in neon lights shining like a star on stage

.

Final Grades for the

Fall 1997 Term will be

available starting

December 24th by

calling the Chris Line

at (416) 798-1034.
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Catherine Wheel's a guy thing
BY Lisa Rainford
Entertainment Reporter

British band Catherine Wheel
may still be striving for world-

wide acknowledgement, but in

Canada their fans know how to

appreciate good music.

Brian Futter, the band's gui-

tarist, said Canada is probably
their most successful country to

date.

"It has become clearer to me in

the last year or two that our audi-

ences are listeners," Futter said.

"That's the common thread ...

They're not just there to jump
around."

He said he hates it when a

band is playing a slower, more
quiet song and people are body
surfing.

"They're not taking it serious-

ly. People don't do that at our
gigs. They give the music the

credit It's worth and act accord-

ingly."

The release last year of Like

Cats and Dogs, an album of b-

sides, gave insight into what the

band wanted to accomplish with

their newest release Adam&Eve.
Futter said their album of b-sides

was just an eclectic combination

of songs.

"Anything we liked, we
recorded. It made for a confusing

listen. The first four songs were
heavy rock songs. If you listened

to our record for the first time,

you'd think 'I know exactly what
this record's like' but there's a lot

of stuff afterward. A lot of ambi-

ent stuff was lost because of the

running order."

Adam&Eve is a complete listen.

There is a coherence to the songs

and a musical thread that goes all

the way through.

Catherine Wheel wanted to

make a more concise record that

listeners would feel compelled to

stick with all the way through, so

the band devised ways of using

different instrumentation and let

songs drift into each other to keep

listeners glued. Describing their

music is something they admit
they have never been able to do.

Futter said that it's something
that's not natural, or happy.

"It cuts a fine line between
taken seriously and not taken too

seriously."

With the new album, the.band
would like to do more touring.

Noel

NO
BILLS
The new RayAsYdu Ray plan means no
commitment and no monthly bills ever.

The
Pay
AsYou
Play
Plan

Buy any analog cellular phone, p^ the $35 activation

fee and then never get a bill. Drop by a Cantel*

AT&T" dealer and buy pre-paid cellular airtime cards

for $25 or $50. Buy as much or as lltde as you need.

It's that easy.

See store fcx details. "Ttogers Camel Inc'AT&T CofpiUsed under license.

CA^^TEL ^aa
Contact your CAMPUS Cellular Representative

Shawn Adam • 416-722-6653

With their previous album
Happy Days, Catherine Wheel
toured mostly the U.S., but the

band would like to go to Asia,

and Europe.

"We just played on the

biggest TV show in England, so

hopefully we can (perform)
more there as well as playing

more in Canada."

Catherine Wheel's success in

Canada and the U.S has been
almost by accident. They got

out of England as a place to play

when "the Brit pop thing"
exploded.

"If we had stayed in England,

we would have been killed off.

We would have been constantly

trying to keep up with the

trends and it would have ruined

us musically."

After concentrating on North
America for about four years,

real success at home has eluded

the band, but Britpop is slowly

fading and the door is opening
for Catherine Wheel.

"I know making it in Britain

would be great, but if my fingers

were chopped off tomorrow, I'd

be satisfied we'd done the best Catherine Wheel plays a sold out show at the Warehouse on December 14.

with our career."

COUirlBSY PHOTO

Humber serves up jazz
BY Anderson Khan
Enterlaintnenl Reporter

Toronto's future stars were in

the spotlight last Wednesday at

Humber College's annual Fall

Showcase of the Jazz Studies pro-

gram at Lakeshore campus.

Friends and family of the per-

formers were on hand to experi-

ence the well-organized and well-

performed show.

A very gracious and enthusias-

tic audience applauded the per-

formers many timSs throughout
the performances, especially after

soloists were highlighted.

The evening was filled with
Humber's jazz students' rendi-

tions of classical jazz tunes. The
only exception was The Blue
Jackets, led by teacher Dave
Stillwell, who performed more
rhythm and blues

material, includ-

ing songs by
Stevie Wonder
and Barbra
Streisand. Joel

Joseph, a tenor

sax student, says

there aren't

enough of these

showcases.

"There should

be at least two,

maybe three

showcases a

semester. The
showcases also

need to be publi-

cized more than

they are for big-

ger audiences,"

Joseph said. Humber jazzes

Humber's jazz students used

to put on showcases six times a

year, that number has been cut

down to one per semester.

Last year, Humber music
instructor Don Thompson ran a

program called Masters of

Composition. Students of the pro-

gram performed every week in

the lounge at Lakeshore campus.

Unfortunately, Thompson's
program didn't go this year, but

students made up for it by
putting on great shows such as

last Wednesday's Fall Showcase.

The show featured vocalists

led by Humber's head of the

vocal department Lisa Martinelli,

as well as music from Dave
Stillwell's Blue Jackets, Pat

Labarbera's Jazz Combo and a set

performed by Big Band 1, led by

Al Kay, Humber's head of the

brass department.
^ ^ .-

According to third-year piano

student Brian DeLima, this year's

Fall Showcase received the Jazz

program's best response yet.

"The first two years I was here,

the showcases were pretty quiet. I

was surprised at the turnout we
got this year," DeLima said.

The showcase allows the jazz

students to do wtiat they do best

in front of audiences, and DeLima
says this is a Very important ele-

ment of the program.

"Performing in front of your

peers is fine, but the showcases

provide real audiences and if we
want to do this for a living, there

isn't a better way to test our musi-

cianship."

Look out for the Spring
Showcase happening April 8 at

Lakeshore campus.
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Women's basketball trashes Durham
Hawks' Christinas wish list includes competition

BY Erika Ford
S^Hs Reporter

Dear Santa:

All we want for

Christmas is some competition.

Please. Love,

- the Humber Women's
Basketball Team

Okay, so the letter isn't on its

way to the North Pole, but maybe
it should be.

Photo by Erika Ford

Durham prays to survive, while the

Hawks look for a higher power to give

them some competition.

In their fourth regular season

game, the Hawks beat the

Durham Lords by a score of 88-

29.

Excluding tournaments and
exhibition games, the Hawks
have beaten their opponents by
ah average of 46 points.

The rematch of iast year's

OCAA championship game with

the Lords was sweet revenge for

some Humber players.

"It feels good to beat them on
their home court by a lot," for-

ward Amy Lewis said.

Durham's first seven posses-

sions ended in turn-overs, leading

to Humber baskets. The first half

was all Humber scoring runs,

interrupted occasionally by
Durham baskets.

The first few minutes of the

second half looked like the

Hawks were running a practice in

rebounding, out-letting and lay-

ups. The team ran through their

offences and practised vicious

defence.

Once again, everyone on the

team scored. Missy McCutcheon
led the way with 18, Aman
Haset>enebi had 14, Tina Botterill

had 13, and Tanya Sadler had 12.

So with old foes destroyed,

and teams around the league try-

ing to maintain dignity, what
does the future hold for the

Hawks?
In one word: Seneca.

"They don't have tal-

ent like us, but they're ath-

letic," assistant coach Den-

ise Perrier said. "We see

them at the end of Jan-

uary. It should be good."

In addition to the reg-

ular season game, Seneca

also hosts a tournament at

the begiruiing of the new
year which may test the

Hawks. Until then, the

team continues to work on

defence.

"Every team has a

chance. We can get beaten

at any time. Being num-
ber one doesn't mean we
don't have to show up.

We have to prove our-

selves every game," rook-

ie Nicole McLean said.

Co-captain Aman
Hasebenebi knows her
team is up for any chal-

lenge.

"There's nothing from

them (Seneca) we can't really han-

dle. We can cover every aspect of

them, we're really consistent and
strong," Hasebenebi said.

The Hawks travel to Niagara

on Friday, then they play in the

Seneca tournament in January.

Photo by Erika Foro

All hopes come crashing down for Durham, as the Hawks go on to win 88-29.

Time for Athletics to tighten belt
Athletic Director may have to cut teams for budget

BY Terry Baak
Sports Reporter

Humber College is paying the

price for being among the best.

Combine the successful play-

offs of the men's and women's
soccer teams, and the champi-
onship won by the golf team with

the ever shrinking athletic bud-
get, and you barely have enough
money to go around.

"It's hard to run things with
the present budget that is in

place. The better the teams are,

the less money we have to go
around," said Doug Fox,
number's Athletic Director.

Fox said he will to have to trim

some of the expenses that each
team has, so all of the teams will

be able to play, and still keep
inside the budget.

There have been many costs

this year that have depleted the

budget.

Several of the teams had to

have new jerseys, because the old

ones were either worn out or

missing.

Then there was the success of

the soccer teams which had to

bebused to Redeemer, then
Windsor, and finally to Oshawa,
during their elongated playoff
drives.

To combat the lack of money.
Fox plans to make small cuts to

each of the sports that are left for

this year.

He said the school will provide

less money for the $5 per meal
allowance that they have now,
and possibly reduce the number
of tournaments for some sports.

"They 2an find
other ways to raise

money than to

make cuts, people
are just lazy/'

- Natalie Jones

In years past, the athletic

department has bought team jack-

ets for the players on the four

major sports, but this year the

team members themselves will

have to fundraise to get the

money for the jackets.

Fox hopes that the fundraisers

will build a link between the

players.

"I hope it will build spirit and
a bond between the players," Fox

said.

Members of some of the sports

teams at the school have been left

with a mixed reaction.

Mike Page, a hockey player at

Humber, said that if they don't

have the money, then they should

cut it back equally.

Natalie Jones, a member of

Humber's women's soccer team
was upset over the idea that the

sports teams' budget may get cut

somewhat.
"They can find other ways to

raise money than to make cuts,

people are just lazy," she said.

Fox added that he will wait

until the end of the year to see if

any sports need to be cut, but he

said that he doesn't think there

will be.

"I will look at the possibility of

that at the end of the year. I don't

Want to cut any sports, and I

don't think we have to," Fox said.

Sdn4he Hawks Nest

Fiu Photo

Doug Fox is preparing for the worst,

but hopes for the best

For her continued

excellence as a mem-
ber of the women's
volleyball team,

Christine has been
named an Athlete of

the Week.
A third-year player,

she is currently lead-

ing the league In total

kills with 69.

Carta

Rookie Hawk, Silvio,

was named Athlete of

the Week, for his out-

standing play in games
against Windsor,

where he scored 1

1

points and against U of

T where he got 14.

A guard, SiWio,

leads' the team in

three-point shooting.

w
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Rushing to the X-treme From the mouths^ OF THE MASTERS
BY Shawn Gibson
Sports Reporter

Baseball, hockey, football and
basketball all have a long line of

traditions and legends.

But extreme sports don't have
out of bounds, time outs, or strik-

ing athletes.

Cycling on rough terrain,

snowboarding down an icy

mountain, rollerblading over
ramps and obstacles are all part of

extreme sports.

Extreme sports are supposed
to be an adventure, and according

to Yvon Chouinard, the founder
of Black Diamond gear and
Patagonia sportswear, they must
meet four criteria.

"It must occur in a new setting

for the participant, the outcome
must be unpredictable, it must
involve a high level of physical

exertion, and the risk of grave
serious injury or death must be

real."

As dangerous as these sports

can be, Toronto has not experi-

enced very many serious injuries.

Jason Brown, a 24-year-old
salesman at Boardsports [if the

sport includes a board, they've

got it], admits that he has seen

injury but nothing too serious.

"As long as people do things

the right way, the chance of them
getting really hurt or dying is

slim. That's why stores like ours

sell top notch equipment and are

also there to assist anyone with

questions."

"Once you're
hurtling through
the air and
freefalling, all the
money is worth the
rush.

"

-JeffKing

However, as with all sports,

commercialization has gotten
involved. Not only have Nike,

Gatorade, Taco Bell and
Mountain Dew entered this inno-

vative form of athletics, but the

sport seems to have acquired its

own fashion.

"It's really about simple stuff,"

Brown said. "The colors are all

natural, outdoorsy-like. O'Neil is

very popular with the athletes.

They wear jackets that do every-

thing from come apart in the

summer to bundle up in the win-

ter. Looking cool isn't as cool as it

used to be."

With advertising and sponsors,

come events. ESPN hosted the

Inaugural ESPN Winter X Games
last January 30 to February 2.

One hundred and fifty men and
women travelled to Califorrua to

compete in challenges like snow-
boarding, ice climbing and snow
mountain bike racing. There is

more than $200,000 to be won in

these contests. But to get into

these events, it costs a lot of

money. To be a 'professional

extremer' you must have a lot of

paid lessons as well as all the

safety equipment required.

Humber Athletic staff member
Jeff King enjoys skydiving and
says that it is quite expensive, yet

worth the rush.

"It costs $45 for every ten thou-

sand feet," King said. "The
lessors will lighten up your pock-

ets as well. The thing is, although

it is expensive, once you're
hurtling through the air and
freefalling, all the money is worth
the rush. It's the ultimate natural

rush."

For those people who want to

stay closer to the ground.
Rampage is 15,000 square feet of

ramps, bars and other potentially

dangerous obstacles that, for $13,

will host all the extreme BMXers
and boarders they can. Rampage
has a retail store for those inter-

ested in extreme clothes.

It may be dangerous, but in a

world full of egos, high paid ath-

letes and heartbreaks, extreme
sports is full of non-conformist
athletes who just want to have
fun.

*/ couldn't tell if the streaker was a man or a woman because it

\hada bag on its head. " - Yoat Bmhka

fl^you train hard, you'll not only be hard, you'll be hard to

ibetd." - HeRsam. Walkbr

[
"These programs are set vp to suit the students' availability. It

; seems they aren't available." - Aasitant Athletic DirectorJim Bialek

\ 'I realty lack the cor\fidence to compliment myse^." - Albbjuto

fTOUBA

i The good thing about this team is that I trust all the players,

iincluding the rookies." - Himam soccbk piaybr TtRnsNce Campbell

} 'Slump? I ain't in no stump. Ijust ain't hittin." - Yo<u Berha
' 'I learned that tfyou want to make it bad enough, no matter

how bad it is, you can make it. " - Gale Sa yeks

"I've been told to be a little more greedy." - Soccm player Rohan

^
Watson o

"It's like wrestling a gorilla. You don't quit when you're
tired,-you quit when the gorilla's tired." - RoaoiT Stkauss

. "It takes a tot of dedication to be on this team. It's not altfun
; and socializing." - Volleybau. coach Dave Hood
"Nobody cUmbs mountains for scientific reasons. Science is

.used to raise money for the expeditions, but you realty climb

for the hett of it. " • Sir Edmund Hoiam r

;
"We weren't happy how it ended." - Humber assistant Hockey coach

Trevor McLauchun

"You can observe alotjust by watchin'." - YooiBerra

; "Anyone who is sixfoot-six, and wants to try out, definitely. I

can teach them how to pass, how to set, but I can't teach some-
one how to be six-foot-six."- Volleyball coach, Wayne Wiuons

"It was a good game. They [tlte Hawks] beat us the year before,

and they beat us theyear before tliat. It was nice." -Alumni

. PLAYER Brian Alexander

"It ain't over, til it's over." - Yoa Berra

.Mm>^^.^KMARiXkWA

Piovide^ ^(ccs to the Internet with

f'(\kt't IntetDct Explorer

Compose, send <ind receive e m,iil

with Microsoft Pocket Outlook

M<tint,iins your calendar and synchio

niies with Microsoft Schedule* 7 0a

and Microsoft Ontlook^^

INFORMATION ~ MOBILITY ~ POWER
Introducing the Mobilon, the

handheld PC with full colour LCD
backlit screen that works like your

desktop computer So now you

can access, process and use

inloriiiation, anytime, anyplace

Mobilon features unique One
Touih'" application keys and a

wide keyboard, designed by the

world leader in handheld devices.

Sharp Mobilon runs the latest

Microsoft Windows CE 2 So

you can browse the Web and

deliver PowerPoint presentations

111 brilli.int colour There's Pocket

Word .uid Fxcel, too And with

ICD
K» RackL/ght

FROM SHARP MINOS
COME SHARP PROOUCTS

Sharps optional PC card Digital

Camera, Image Editing software

and Voice Recorder, you can take

pictures, add a voice message and

e-mail multimedia attachments

back to the office With Mobilon

you ve got information, mobility

and power

1-800-56-SHARP
www.shiarp.ca

(0 3
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Weekend games produce zero wins
BY Mark Subryan
Sports Rqmrter

The Humber Hawks played their tough-

est week of the season and failed to register

a win.

The men's basketball team is coming off

a week that saw them play in the Can-Am
Tournament, and games against Daemen
College of Buffalo, Durham College, and
the University of Toronto.

It is not a case of the Hawks being a bad

team, it's a case of the six teams that they

played against just being better.

Last Friday, the opposition was Durham
the number one team in the country.

The Hawks were destroyed by a 91-64

score in front of a boisterous Durham
crowd. The Lords, last season's national

champions, lost Augusto Duquesne, the

scourge of the Hawks last year, but added
Christian Currie, who has picked up where
Duquesne left off.

Photo by Mark Subryan

Humber took on the U of T Blues in an exhibition game and lost

.

Currie shot well from all over the court

and made the Hawks pay for their mis-

takes.

The only bright spot was the team
picked up the pace in the second half, scor-

ing 37 points.

"We were unbalanced," coach Mike
Katz said. "They were bigger and stronger

than we were. Our effort was better in the

second half."

With the loss, the Hawks fall to 2-1 on

the season.

The Hawks were missing some key

starters from their line up.

"Wayne [Fairclough] wasn't here," Katz

said. "James [Ashbaugh] is down and
maybe gone for the season. By January,

we'll have some able-bodies back in our

lineup and should be all right by then."

Veteran Hawk Greg Grant made his

presence known by contributing both

offensively and defensively.

Grant had been out for

most of the preseason and
the regular season due to

injuries.

The next evening, things

did not get any easier for

the Hawks as they took

on the University of

Toronto Blues in an exhi-

bition game as part of the

Humber High School

Tournament.

This one was closer, but

the result was the same,

the Hawks suffered

another loss. This time the

score was 88-82.

The team played better

against the Blues than
they did against Durham.
They executed their offen-

sive and defensive pat-

terns but U of T's height

was too much for the Hawks.
"Their height killed us early," said Dave

De'Aveiro, Humber's assistant coach. "1

think we competed very well against U of

T."

Rowan Beckford continued his strong

comeback from a knee injury.

He scored Humber's first eight points en

route to scoring 15 for the game.

The other high scorers for the Hawks
were player-of-the-game Al St. Louis with

23 points, Jeremy Murray pumped in 18

points, and Silvio Carta had 14.

The team played very aggressive

defence in the second quarter.

According to De'Aveiro, the team aban-

doned its zone defence and went to a man-
to-man defence which proved to be effec-

tive against the Blues.

The Hawks showed great resilience by
bouncing back from large deficits to either

tie or take the lead on a few occasions.

"This showed that our team doesn't

back down," De'Aveiro said. "We won't

give up easily and we're going to win the

close games if we continue to play like

this."

Murray, a veteran leader of this team,

was not as optimistic as his coach.

"Although we competed tonight, we
weren't aggressive," Murray said. "We
need to work on our killer instinct. When
we get the lead we have to keep the lead."

Murray said the team needs to be more
consistent. "Our defence plays well for five

minutes, then we go slack for two min-

utes."

In the last week, the team went on a six

game losing streak. The only good news,

as far as their record is concerned, is that

only one of the losses, the Durham game,

counts in the regular season standings.

The team will end its first semester on
December 12, in Niagara, play a Christmas

tournament at Centennial College from

December 27 to 29, and resume the new
year with a game on January 7, on the road

at Georgian.

Photo by Mark Subryan

In another losing effort to Durham, the men's

basketball team fell to 2-1 for the season.
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Who will conquer the

world in France ?
By Cheryl Waugh
Sports Reporter

Ah, Paris in the summertime.
Romance, Le Champs de I'felys^,

fashion, and tackles on the field at

St. Denis.

Yes, tackles on the field at St.

Denis, and the fields of

Montpellier, and Bordeaux, and
about seven other places in and
around the beautiful countryside

of France. It's World Cup' 98, and
it's a mere six months away from
starting.

Exactly one week ago today,

the World Cup draw took place

in Marseille, France, grouping the

teams, and setting the stage for

the June 10 opening.

After a record 172 countries

participated in the eliminating

matches, the 32 surviving teams
will have the privilege of watch-

ing Brazil walk away with their

second consecutive cup.

The one surprise of the pre-

toumament hype is that Brazil is

only a 3-1 favorite to win the cup.

With Romario and Ronaldo creat-

ing defensive nightmares for

opposing teams, Brazil will dance
their way to their fifth cup win.

Not that there won't be any
challenges along the way. Brazil

will probably have to play both
Spain and Argentina if they
expect to win the cup. If one of

those teams can provide the

upset, it'll be Spain. The
Spaniards are talented and are led

by Javier Clemente, one of the

most successful and longest serv-

ing coaches in world soccer. If

they do meet, expect a tough, yet

elegant, game. Both teams rely

on speed and footwork to get the

job done.

Another interesting match up
is the controversial Iran versus

U.S. game because of the adver-

Food for

thought!

Along with eating

right, daily

physical activity

'

is one of the

best ways of

reducing the

risk of cardiovascular

disease.

Sharing a
Heahhier

Future'

.paunapacnon

sarial political history they share.

It will mean nothing in the stand-

ings though. Both are going home
early.

The new lottery format used
by RFA for the World Cup draw
caters to the top teams. It pretty

much guarantees that the top

CouKTEsy Photo

32 countries will travel to France this

summer to play for The World Cup.

eight teams in the world will at

least get to the second round.

FIFA now uses a ranking sys-

tem. They seed the (supposedly)

top eight teams, placing each into

their own division, with the other

28 placed by lottery.

The eight seeds, with the FIFA
rankings in brackets, are; Brazil

(1), Italy (10), France (7), Spain

(3), Netherlands (12), Germany
(2), Romania (5) and Argentina

(19).

Expect each of these teams to

win their grouping. Going along

with them into the second round
will be Scotland, Denmark, South
Korea, England, Austria,Nigeria,

Yugoslavia and Croatia, or Japan.

And out of these 16 teams, the

final four will be, Brazil v

Argentina, and Italy v Germany.
That's right, Italy will be in the

final four. You heard it here first

folks. The only good team the

Italians will meet on their way to

the semis will be France. Say 'au

revoir' to the Frenchmen in the

quarters.

Germany is Germany. They'll

march their way to the semis
using their dominating defence,

and on-field discipline to their

advantage. Think of the Germans
as soccer's version of the New
Jersey Devils, boring but effective.

Argentina is the long shot.

They should have no problems
getting by the English, but will

have to play the survivor of the

highly anticipated Yugoslavia-

Netherlands game. Either one,

Yugoslavia or the Netherlands, is

capable of beating Argentina. But

Argentina has the upper-hand in

preparation and on-field chem-
istry. If the Netherlands ever get

their players to co-operate as a

team, they could challenge Brazil.

As it is though, they'll beat

Yugoslavia and then lose to the

Argentineans.

Brazil will then take Germany
in the final, 2-0, to win the 1998

World Cup.

Start your betting folks and
remember, I get 10 per cent of all

winnings, and absolvement from
all loses.

Vive La France!

Hits of
r^g^l

and to clay

uper

quest begins
By John Chick
S\)OTi$ Reporter

; Usually by this point in the

NFL season, there are one or two
' clear cut Syper Bowl favorites.

Starling with the NFC West,
the 49ers have been overpower-
ing all season despite losing Jerry

Rice on opening day. Rice

should be back for the postsea-

son and running back Garrison

Hearst should also be back for

the playoffs.

Green Bay leads a crowded
field in the NFC Central, and if

they can somehow finish with a

better record than the Niners,

they'll have the huge home field

advantage of Lambeau Field in

January.

The most interesting division

in football this year has been the

NFC Bast, where the Cowboys
•. have free-fallen to the pleasure of

'many. If they win their two
remaining games they make it

in.

Over in the AFC, it w;ill be a

'dogfight for first in the East
between New England and
Miami. New England still has

the same offensive firepower
they had last year, but they have

struggled defensively. The
Dolphins signed troubled run-

ning back Lawrence Phillips to

beef up their ground game
around Dan Marino.

In the AFC Central,

Pittsburgh proved their worth
with a huge 35-28 win Sunday
over Denver. Unlike the past

few seasons, the Steelers are rely-

ing more on offence this year

with the bruising ruiming style

of Jerome "the bus" Bettis and
quarterback Kordell Stewart.

Finally, the AFC West right

now contains the two best teams

in the NFL. Kansas City and
Denver are now tied for first

place with 11-3 records.

The Chiefs have been some-
what of a surprise this year. The
Broncos, on the other hand, have

played brilliant offensively with

John Elway and Terrell Davis at

running back. Their defence
however, is not an overpowering

one, proven last weekend in

Pittsburgh.

Anything may be possible

this January

.

1966 Nissan Senira, 5-

speed, hatchback,

160,000 km, good run-

ning corxjition, blue inte-

rior, immaculate AM/FM
cassette, $800 as Is -

firm. Debbie (905) 848-

0651.

Marlceting/Buslness
Oriented People need-

ed immediately. Second
language an asset. 416-

769-6159. L^ave a
message.

Wanted -PentaxKl 000
camera. Call Scott 416-
675-9225

SPRING BREAK &
NEW YEARS!! Travel

FREE by organizing
small groups to

Montreal, New Orleans,
Ftorida, and Mexico. We
also have great ski trips!

Call Breakaway Tours
© 416-974-9774 ext.

310 for FREE promo kit.

www.breakawaytours com

Photographer ^>ecial-

Izing in weddings,
reuntons, personal por-

traits, clubs, fashnn, any
event. Professional

equipment & experi-

ence. Low student rates.

B.&W. available.

References. Call Jim
(905)727r648&

Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS!! Absolute
Best SPRING BREAK
Packages available!!

INDIVIDUALS, student
ORGANIZATIONS, or

small GROUPS want-
ed!! Call INTER-CAM-
PUS PROGRAMS at 1-

800-327-6013 or

http'y/www.k:pt.com.

Christmas Gift

Wrappers - creative

customer service orient-

ed individuals, locations-

-Downtown Toronto,
Mississauga. Managers
to $8.25/tiour + bonus-
es. Wretppers to

$7.15/hour. Full/Part

time, December 1-24.

416-53&6578.

Earning Opportunity
Full/Part-Time - eam
cash, car & travel!

WoricTs leader in natural

health products, clinically

proven & guaranteed
results. FREE product
after training. Call:

(905) 427-7590 (24
hours).

Now Hiring Students
as Sales Reps for s&ao\
year & school breaks,

email z00723@rocket-
mail.com or call (905)
270-2835. Need fax &
mailing address.

Friendly Movers with

full size van. Cheapest
rate! We take care! Call

Michael or Meron, tele-

phone: 743-5536.

$HELPWANTED!$with
customer service and
supervision. $24-
75/hour PT • $600-
1500/week FT. Cash
paid daily • Wori^ at

home/office • PakJ vaca-
tions • Management
potential • Bilingual wel-

come. Good attitude a
must. Call (416) 241-
7503 (Kazi).

Please print your ad in the space provided. To calculate the |
cost of your ad: $6.00 per week for 25 words or less.

Payment must be made in person or by cheque. If paying in

person, please go to ixwrn L231 in the Humber College

School of Media Studies. Please make cheques payable to

Humber College, (attach sheet for more space)

I

Classifieds (416) 675-5007 I

O Classifieds are due Friday prior to publication |

I Etcetera I
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HUMEErS M¥l ©IMIK
IPOETTIINfG MOMENT

1991 MEN'S OC/\A BASKETBALL FlfVAL

\^. SHERIDAIV

The Humber-Sheridan rivalry had been heating up
with Sheridan defeating Humber in the final during

the '89 and '90 seasons. Sheridan looked poised for an

OCAA three-peat in the 1991 final, leading Humber 61-

39 with only ten minutes remaining.

"Both teams knew that we were the top two teams

in the country at that time," Fox said. "The only teams

we had lost to were each other." Both teams had spUt«
'

their four games against one another that season by
very close margins. A^ 1 «>"'

"On that particular day, SheridajHwa* playing out-

standing basketball and we were playing horribly/^i^

Fox said. "It was so incredibly depressing and hum--
bling that they were so much better than us when it

really counted."

However with ten minutes left, Humber started

their comeback. "We hit just about every shot possible

including a three-pointer that was about ten feet

behind the line," Fox said.

The game ended when all-star Patrick Rhodd hit an

18-foot jump-shot with two seconds left to win the

game. '

' ^^*'

"That shot is still talked about to this day," Fox said.

1989 MEN'S NATIONAI^ HOCKEY
CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL

The Humber College Men's hockey team battled the

Northern Albert£^^^^^^^echnoIogy in a best twoK
out-of-three serid^BMslroonal Championship duin
ing the 1989/90 sej^^SWr

^*. —^, „_„ «

The series was a

ed overtime to dec^B^I^fl^iner in twb t>f the three

games. Fox describflH^DRies as "probabhufcejiost
memorable series I luHKrer seen."

'^mmmt

In the first game, thenumber Hawks were (Seated
in triple overtime by a score of 2-1. They bounced back

to win game two by a 2-1 score, but were then firwUy

defeated 3-2 in double overtime in the final game.
"The players were absolutely exhausted after the

last game," Fox said. "And of course it was a lousy

goal that won it, as often happens. It was such a long

and draining game and emotions were so high for so

long, that we were all physically and mentally exhaust-

ed by the end."

BY JEFF HEATHERINGTON
Sports Reporter

If there is one thing that Director

of Humber Athletics Doug Fox wants

to nialie sure of, it's that his athletes

get to be a winner sometime during

their college career.

'i don't like anybody going through

a four-year career and not winning

anything," Fox said.

'i feel as happy as the players do

when we win a championship."

Here are the top five moments in

number sports history according to

Doug Fox.

1991 MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS K

The men's basketball team had been to the OCAA
finals the previous four years with Doug Fox as the coach.

"When we won the OCAAs that year, I thought that it

would be the greatest moment, but when we went on to

win the nationals the emotiorvs were overwhelming," Fox
said. "We had the feeling that we had finally accom-
plished our ultimate gocil and what 1 was originally hired

to do as a coach. It was an accumulation of about 10 years

^ofwork."

The team was led by players like Fitzroy Lightbody
(tournarhent MVP), Larry McNeil, Patrick Rhodd (three-

time All-Canadian and three-time Humber MVP) and
Tony Carvalho who lit up the floor with 12 consecutive

baskets in the final game.

The team had to overcome playing in front of their

opponents' (Brierctest College) boisterous crowd in British

Columbia.

"It was the first time I felt rewarded for all the hard

work. It was a tough tournament and we played three

great games," Fox said. "Many of the players were in their

last year so it was a sense of relief knowing that ftey were
going out winners."

1994 MEN'S OCAA SOCCER
CHAMPIONSHIP

The Humber men's soccer team had reached the

OCAA final three years in a row and lost. Their fourth

time out featured a group of athletes who were poised

and ready to win.

The game started with a couple of bad breaks and

Humber found themselves trailing 2-0 with only 10

minutes remaining in the game.

If the Humber players and fans were content with

finishing second, they forgot to tell freshman star

AdolfoMella.
"After watching Mella play for two or three games

we knew t\e w^s something special," Fox said. "He
provided excitement like no other. You never knew
when or where he was going to score from. He just

had an innate ability to put the baU in the net."

With 10 minutes remaining in the game, Mella took

a pass from about 20 yards out with his back to the net

and did a roundhouse-sidekick. The ball flew into the

top comer of the net.

Next time down the field, after making a great

move, Mellai was tripped inside the box and scored on

the penalty shot. Then, with about a minute to go, he

hit a shot from about 30 yards out that sailed into the

top comer.

"I couldn't believe that we had been able to come
back after being two goals down," Fox said. "I remem-
ber jumping up and down in the freezing cold while

the players were doing cartwheels."

HONORABLE MENTION
1993 RETIREMENT nIgI

The jerseys of graduates PafricV

Rhodd, Denise Perrier anipl Deft ice

Cummings were all retired at an emo-
tional ceremony in front of a large

crowd in number's gym.

Lavout Bf ViNCE Vasma

1993 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
PROVINCIAL CHAMPIONS

It took dliee years for the women's basketball team

to win the OCAA championship under their new
high-profile coach Jim Henderson, but it finally hap-

jpened in 1993 at George Brown College.

The team's nucleus consisted of Denise Perrier (an

All-Canadian), Denice Cummings and Tara
Petrachenko (now coaching the women's team at

Niagara College).

"They were a special group of individuals who
really should have won it the year \xiore," Fox said.

"So when they finally won it, the tears of joy were
also tears of relief. It was another group of veterans

that needed to win."

HHEt Cetera^H
December II 17, 1997
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TMSM£W SOFT AND €XTRA Ci4£W«/ ASS-SHAP£D6UMHLIS IfOUKTAST€ BUDS AS n4£
LIQUID C€MTR£ 6USH€S our WI4£M !fOU C44£W.

rMSISAD€FIMir€WIMN€il. T44€!f'a6OFLyiN60FFTI4£SHeLV€S. lt€tCI4-A^£TCf4 IS

FUNFMT44€Wt40L€FAMIU/. Tfl£COfK€PTISSIAAPL€. Tt«OWUPONr44£SLAT£ANDUS£
Tt4£ flANDIf «««IZOMrAL AND VCRHCAL KNOfiS TOMAK£ D€5I6NS WITH !fOUtOWNPUK£.
OOOOOH, ISTfiATACATIS££?> LOOK, ICANAAAK€irLOOKLIf(€n4£CATIS€ATIN6Tfi£

nZZAIAT£FOftLUNC44. !AJM, !AJM6IAAM€S0M€.

WHAT JO!/ !fOU WILL >4AV€ WATCflIN6 1/OUft

CHILD/COUSIN/N€f»H£W f4€LnN6OUTABOUND TH£ HOUS€.
THIS 6UN IS FULUf £pUtfeeD AND CANLAUNCH STAPLES UP TO FIFT!/

F€€TATTR€M€NDOUSSP£€DS. A6ft€ATWA!f TOCHANN€LACHILD'^S
FKUSTItATI0NINT06UILDIN6S0M€THIN6(«0DUCTIV£. STAPL€SNOTINCLUD€D.

THIS FUN, INT€1{ACTIV€ANDIN€XP£NSIV€6AM€ISAMUST. SIMPD/ TAK€ A PI/LONFROM AN!/
C0NST(tUCTI0N0(2W0»(SIT£. 6ATH€i{ IS A CKCL€ AND JUMPONTH£ P!/LON UNTIL IT HAS &£€N
FLATT£N£D . TH€N, WATCH IN AW£ AND €XCIT€M€NT AS TH£ P!/LON SLOWL!/
B€C0M€5€lt€CT. STRON6L!/R€COMM€ND€DF0ftFAMIL!/6ATH€RIN6S.

N0L0N6€ftISTH€CUT£HAIR6AaRt0MS€SAM€STR€€.T. IF !/0U THINK P£OPL£W£NTCftAZ!/
OV£ftna(L€-M€-€LMO, THINK A6AIN. TH€AAApN€SS HAS JUST &£6UN. THIS ISHOW IT

WORKS. PUa TH€ STRIN6 B€HIND €LMO'S N£CKAND WATCH AS€LMO STRU66L€S TO FR€£
HIMS€LFFR0MTH€CRUSHIN6F0RC€0FTH€N00S£. €LMO AIN'T LAU6HIN6, 6UTH€SUR€
CANDANCC.

R€M€MB€R THAT CUT£ R£D H£AD WITH TH£ HU6£ CRANIUM THATSM£a£D LIK£
STRAW6£RRI£S. W£Li.TIM£S HAV£ CHAN6£D AND THIN6S HAV£N'T5££N 60IN6 TOO W£LL
SINC£H£RSTARDOM £ND£D. OUR FAV0RIT£6£RR!/6IRL HAS HIT ROCK BOTTOM. SH£NOW
SfS^ULS LIK£ 6IN AND VOMIT.

NO, THISISN'TAflR£ATHMINT. IT'STH£N£WINT£RACTIV£6AM£ THAT £V£R!/ON£ IS 60IN6
CRAZ!/ ABOUT. TH£60AL0FTH£6AM£ITT0C0NpU€RTH£0TH£ftPLA!/£R'SB0D!/. SIMPL!/HID£
OBJ£CTSON !/OUR P£RSON AND tKf NOT TO HAV£TH£M DISCOV£R£D IN VARIOUS WACK!/
FRISKIN6SC£NARI0S. SinJATIONSINCLUD£s ST£ALIN6 AN ASHTRA!/, 6LASS, PIKH£R, ORPOOL TABL£FROM
CAPS; SMU66LIN6B00Z£0RDRU6D£AL£RSINT0R£SID£NC£; HIDIN6CI6AR£TT£S ORCONDOMSFROMSOM£ON£
ON TH£PHO£NIXDANC£ FLOOR. 6R£ATFUN FOR AN!/ON£ WITH R0AMIN6 HANDS.

V !/0U CAN'T AFFORD £XP£NSIV£ 6IFTS AND !/0UKNOW SOM£ON£WHOLOV^ TO PAINT THIS ISA 6R£AT 6IFT. TH£
PAINT-B!/-NUMB£RSFORMAT IS £AS!/ TO US£ AND 6R£AT FUN. M^0600DF0R/VVAKIN6M0N£!/IF!/0UWANTT0
S£L1TH£ FINISH£D PRODUCT.

#iyN6l^ I'l^iNN^t^ I4€I»^S
6IV£TH£6IFTTHATK££PS0N6IVIN6. ir''SSIAAPL£ AND IT'SFR££. !/£AR/^T£R!/£AR, WITH NO WARNIN6,
!/OUR 6£N£R0SIT!/ WILL B£R£M£MB£R£D.

6t6
6R£ATL00KIN6 BALLS. IF !/0URMI6HT!/ OAK N££DSBI6 BALLS THIS IS !/OURANSW£R. SPRA!/AND WATCH
TH£M6R0WI

Tims wmt^m''S.

• «

TUC STA^f Of TUC CT OITCRA WOUIO tIKC TO
THAHK VOM fOR A CRCAT V€AR.

MAvc A MAPPV AHO SAVC hovioav.
TMC tT CtTtRA RCTURHS IH H%0 4AHUARV.

December n - 17, 1997
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